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[EDITORIAL]

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

HE DIDN'T TELL

Plan Created So Much In
terest Last Year It Will
Be Repeated

Editor
WM. O FWTR
Associate Editor
FRANK A WINSLOW

Father Ooughlin’s broadcast Sunday afternoon reminded
his listeners somewhat of a warmed over dinner. Everybody
wanted to know why he failed to broadcast the previous Sun
day, and everybody went home dissatisfied after listening to
an address which had considerable to commend It, but which
was mainly composed of platitudes. The bleachers are not
likely to be quite so full next Sunday.

Subscriptions 13 00 per year pavable
In advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable

The Maine Department of Agri
culture will again award lambs to
NEWlSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established I the boys and girls of the state, as a
In 1540 In 1874 the Courier was estab
llshed and consolidated with the Ga means of encouraging more young
zette In 1882 The Free Press was es
tablished In 1855 and In 1891 changed sters to become interested in sheep.
Its name to the Tribune These paper-,
Commissioner of Agriculture Frank
(msolldated March 17. 1897.
P. Washburn announced here today.
Thus saith the Lord, thy Re
,
“The decision to continue the
deemer. the Holy One of Israel;
lamb
awarding plan, which last year j
I am the Lord thy Ood which
teacheth thee to profit, which created considerable interest among ’
leadeth thee by the way that the school children as well as the
thou shouldest go. Isaiah 48; 17. i "old timers", Commissioner Wash-I
I*
burn explained, "was brought about
by the fine response received Irom
questionnaires sent to each winner
of a lamb in the 1939 contest".
Robert Brown, post graduate of
Washburn said that he had also
Rockland High School gives the fol- lconsidered the great many letteis
lowing account of his trip last week
in a(^r the contest had closed
to Boston. His interest in the Bhow and he said he felt that these late
is probably due to the fact that he entries as well as those who failed
lives at Owls Head, and his father to wln “ lamb should * enUtled w
I another try for a start in the sheep
and grandfather have always fol- buslness
lowed the sea.
Washburn pointed out that more
"The New England Sportsmens than 300 boys and girls wrote to
Show at the Mechanics Building in him asking for a lamb. Six girls
Boston probably contained more oi and ten boys were awarded lambs
Interest to the amateur sportsman as a reward for their letters.
than any other exposition in New
On the first of this year each
England. Including exhibits from winner was sent a questionnaire in
Canada. Alaska, and many of the quiring attout the condition of the
States. The Maine Sea and Shore lamb, its weight, health intended
Fisheries exhibit had a prominent use. In most every case the young
place, occupying, the whole stage of owner asked for additional lambs1
the main room. •Whit' Thompson and Insisted that their pets were in
ol Port Clyde was probably the main fine health and in several cases more
attraction. Dressed m oil skins and sheep had been added to their flock
The announcement of the rules
a sou wester, and looking just the
way a Maine fisherman is supposed for the new contest will be an
to. he told stories that kept a de nounced soon, Commissioner Wash
burn stated.
lighted crowd around his wharf.
"There were exhibits of almost
every imaginable kind of sporting where the program was put on.
I
‘■Some of the highlights of this j
equipment, everything from fishing

A WINNING SMILE

The world has been agog for several days over President
Roosevelt's announced Intention of sending Sumner Welles,
Under Secretary of State, to Europe for the purpose of doing
a little diplomatic window-shopping. Considerable skepticism
is expressed abroad as to the success of his mission ln bring
ing about peace, but If his smiling photographs do not belie
him he should accomplish something. Which is fervently to
be wished.

What Brown Saw

c®

A

CLASS PARTS ANNOUNCED

Volume 95..................... Number 19.

“THE BLACK CAT”

At the High School assembly this i The ‘salutatory went to Betty
morning Principal Joseph E. Blais-' Beach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
dell made his most interesting an- j David S. Beach of Highland street,
with a rank of 92.96.
nouncement of the year, the award j
The honor essays were awarded to
of class honors for the June com Pearl Leonard. Hilda Spear, Jessie
mencement.
Olds, Elizabeth Lurvey, Richard
The valedictory was won by Sylvia Rising, Katherine Deane, Perry
Hayes, daughter of Mr. andZMrs. Howard and Beverly Bowden.
Edward M. Hayes, corner of Union
The boys are somewhat In the
and Grove streets, with a rank of minority, but will doubtless give a
93.08.
good account of themselves.

FINNS AGAIN ENTERTAIN

o------------- o-------------o

Varied Program At Temple Hall Enjoyed By a

THE YOUTH CONGRESS

Good-Sized Audience

(Herald Trlbdne)

flies to 20 and 30 foot yachts. A few j were archery and pistol and rifle
of the more interesting were: A shooting, Hopi Indian dances, bait
large tank containing specimens of and fly casting, log rolling, and a !
sea birds from all over the world, trained seal that could do everyeverythlng from swans to black thing from playing a musical ir.stru- 1
ducks living in seeming harmony ment to imitating your mother-in- j
several teams of sled dogs, a repro- law.
ductlon of two prehistoric dinosaurs.
While in Boston Brown also saw
and a large number of boats of dlf- a very Interesting demonstration of (
ferent types, mostly small sailing television at the Jordan Marsh store
yachts. In the center of the mam This included both the sending and
room was a large tank and platform receiving of television scenes.”

THREE CENTS A COPY

Bill Paster and I are mutual and j 'I miss the cheery items from
At Temple hall Saturday night with highest scholastic honors to stncere adndrers of Fxi Polnter s d<“‘ Mrs Nanc>' Savage, and will be glad
was the scene of a Finnish Relief take their places in the affairs of partment in the Boston Globe. “I when she is again able to resume
I enjoy his quips, and always read her writings from 'The Happy Hope
program.
this and other cities. In a word
them” writes Faster —Ski fans by Farm'.” Thus writes C. A. Oeyer of
With the hall filled almost to ca the Finish people have become part the hundreds all through here — Cushing.
pacity, a program was presented with and parcel of our civilization, and Ben Ames Williams has a summer
Albert McCarty filling the role of we are proud of them'
“I have been having a battle
place on Lake Winnlpesaukee.
master of ceremonies
Finland, a former grand duchy of
with the grippe,” writes Fred C.
Musical selections played by Al Russia' has an area of 125,000 square
Green of Ute Boston Transcript,
Marsh and his orchestra
! mlles A «lanc*‘ al lhe maP *lU
Charles Henry Butler, who de- "but I'm still alive, and praying
A highly entertaining and lnterJ ^ow it to be pretty thoroughly satu- veloped the famous Montsweag for the early arrival of spring. As
esting talk was given by Frank A I raled wlth water' for onp-thtrd ol apple orchard tn Woolwich died far as I am concerned they can
Winslow on "Finland " relative to tpe country Is composed of marshes suddenly last Friday ln Wash- give our great New England winher history and the Finns of Knox and lakes The coast ls *°* except ington, D. C., where he was a well ters back to the Indians." But
County. A Swedish soldier song was where ru«ed cli,rs skirt rocky known attorney, and for many somehow I cannot picture Fred
sung by Hans Heistad of Rockport, lslanJs
years reporter of decisions for the Green on any other location than
accompanied by Mrs Heistad His
The chlef lndustr>' * cattle breed- United States Supreme Court. "For the land of the Yankees. You
fine rendition of this selection won ing Flnland once exporled 80 much some years," says the Bath Times, should see him when he checks ln
him an encore
i n'e and barle>' that lt was called “Mr. Butler was an exhibitor at at Thomaston every summer, rigs
Mrs Louie Rogers and her pupils The Oranary of Sweden" These nearby fairs and Montsweag Farms up in fishing gear and (ares forth
presented "South of Uie Border” and eXporls haVP glven way
products became one of tiie best known ln to Uie habitat of Uie finny ore*"Lights Out." sung by the popular of the forest' such “ tlmber' p,lch this section of Maine It was hts tures. Pity he could not get down
young Ernest Munro, and song and ‘ tar and rosin. Finland yields also annual custom for a number of here in winter and inhabit one of
dance numbers by Miss Beverly Co some copper, iron, lime and slate. years to entertain distinguished the 124 smelt houses which dot the
Finland has a long list of brilliant
gan, portrayed in an engaging man
personages living in Washington harbor side of Thomaston's Creek,
scholars, poets and artists. In no
ner.
with an elaborate breakfast at his Better'n a hoss race, Fred,
John and James Dana of Thomas other country is there less illiteracy, home in Washington in which prac
My old tennis rival, Bill Foster,
ton played "La Golindrena" and all of the natives being able to read tically all the food was from his
“Whispering Hope" on accordions., and write. With this inheritance it farm. The fish course was of formerly of Thomaston, writes to
Miss Lois Hastings of Thomaston! h not surprising that Finnish chll- smelts that were caught in Monts me occasionally from his home, 7
Pearl street, Plymouth, N. H , and
played a piano solo in a very' ac-' dren have done so well in our weag stream."
the years turn back rapidly as I
complished fashion for such a young1 schools.
The most Important towns are
think of the good times we had toartist.
A. Jay See of Mt. Pleasant Valley gether. Bill is a crass-word fan
Following the above program the Helsinki, Abo. Sveaborg and Viborg.
Colonial Beacon Oil Co., through the , After the revolution and fall of a Granger, makes this suggestion as uke myself, and familiar with the
courtesy of Mr Fox, presented two Ozar Nicholas, in 1917, Finns de to the naming of quadruplets, born mechanism of newspapers, finds
motion pictures. "Safari on Wheels-! termlned upon separation from Rus- recently in Nauvoo, Alabama: “After some fault because many of them
and "News on the Air."
I sla' and WKanlzed an independent tlie three girls had been named do not print the puzzles on odd and
All of those participating in the government which was recognized Faith, Hope and Charity, the boy even columns, instead of vice versa,
program contributed their services.' by tbe Allies. The population of would naturally be called Fidelity." , Makes a more solid writing surYET WE RAISE THE BEST
for which the sponsors of the eve- Finland is about 4,000.000.
—o—
j face, he avers He applies that caAccording to the Bath Times complaints are being made
Into this picture of peace and
From
the
veterans'
hospital
In
lunitous situation to The CourierDing's
entire
entertainment
are
very
in that section as to the quality of potatoes being sold. The
properity a few weeks ago strode the Tcgus, where he Is a patient, Nilo Oazette's recent issues and woni grateful.
spuds come from Aroostook, where they raise the world's
Dance music was furnished by the Russian bear, ready to sink its dis- Spear, sends regards to his friends tiers lf
make-up man is slipping,
best, and it's hard to believe that they ship all of the good
Lime City Boys
j tended claws into a people which had and tells how much The Courier
ones to other parts of the country.
During the evening refreshments no quarrel with the world, but who Gazette is appreciated there. ‘This | One year ago: Superior Court
was in session. Justice Herbert T.
m the way of coffee, cake and sand would subscribe to no terms which place is full of men who read it,"
Powers presiding— Philip Som
did
not
carry
honor
and
dignity,
and
wiches were served by Finnish ladies
writes Nilo, "The Black Cat,
READY TO STRIKE
erville, former Rockland teach
dressed in the native Finnish cos- which might not prevent their Steamboat Days and This and That
er, was suffocated in a Portland
homes
from
being
violated.
j tumes.
When Turkey dismissed 100 German technicians from
keep them talking for days."
I fire.—Hill N Dane's famous dog
The
dally
newspapers
carry'
the
Thank
,
Ni
,
0
Small Finnish flags were sold dur
their jobs in War and Naval Ministries the other day the
, "Chico" was dead.—Llewellyn H.
ing the evening, each bearing a num story of the world's sympathy which :
world wondered what was happening over that way. Now
Oliver, 87, died in Waldoboro.—The
finds
its
reflection
here
in
the
fact
J
ber. At the end of the evening,
comes the word from Istanbul that the discharged men were
each
holding
a
flag
with
a
lucky
num1
that
our
community
has
raised
At
«
Oranlte
street
Mrs.
Ingrid
world was mourning the death of
just waiting for Berlin's signal to start sabotage. These are
ber
was
winner
of
one
of
the
16
$2000
for
Finnish
Relief.
i
Nelson
has
a
P
rized
possession
in
Pope
Pius XI-Joseph O Wentthe days when the anarchists and sabotagists are getting in
valuable and useful prizes.
I While negotiations were pending the form of an aquarium. On the worth, 80. died in Appleton.-Altheir best licks.
] All in all it was a very successful between Russia and Finland before bottom a few days ago was a lone- bert T Grant succeeded tlie late
and navy but most of the evening and those in charge wish to the outbreak of the war, many state-1 some
*>me snail. When Mrs.
Mrs
Nelson Richard Foley as fireman and laments
were
made
by
Soviets
which
)
locked
next
morning
judge
her
sur- borer at the Post Office —A new
, Pine Tree men signed up when thank each and every one who conFinland declared to be unfounded, j Prise to find 32 small snails. Talk corporation "The Moody Scoop Co."
■1
President McKinley called for 25,000 tributed their services to the proCharge No. 1—That Finland was' “bout your quintuplets and quad- was receiving attention on Tillson
To Be Held At Spanish War, volunteers July 4. 1899. The first! Sthe
ram and w lhose wh0 contributed
, Wharf.
articles which were given as'on the verge of bankruptcy. The rupletsl
Encampment, Togus, In- v.
of s.
regiments, the 26th inf. ji
“ztz
There has been so much excitement over the question of
whether the American Youth Congress is Communist-con
trolled that no one seems to have paid much attention to the
possibly more significant question of what this organization—
to which Mrs. Roosevelt has given her devoted enthusiasm and
which the President of the United States is honoring with an
address today—stands for, quite regardless of its control. If It
were directed solely by twentieth-generation Back Bay Bos
tonians who all came over on the Mayflower one might still
have some second thoughts about an organization which calls
Itself a "monster lobby for Jobs, peace, civil liberties, educa
tion and health” for the young, and whose announced pur
pose is to demand a "youth act” from Congress which will pro
vide a $530,000,000 subsidy for those between 16 and 25.
Even granting that the problem of Jobs, education and
health for the young (as for all the rest of us) is real, is it
desirable to inculcate into the youthful mind the notion that
the one answer to Its difficulties ls to lobby for a handout from
the public purse? Have we reached the point where not only
tired old men but generous and ambitious youth are to be
taught that a subsidy Is the solution for everything? Well,
maybe we have; we have reached so many curious points in
recent years.
But there seems a still more subtle poison ln this busi
ness. Are agitation and lobbying really the proper end of
political activity? Youth Congress members were marching
down Fifth Avenue the other day in effective, gas-masked cos
tumes bearing placards: “I Want Work. Not War,” "There Is
No Future in Flanders Field" and so on. The congress Is
having a parade in Washington todav, with Luise Rainer on a
float as Joan of Arc and no doubt many other effective shows
and slogans. Miss Rainer will probably be very fetching. But
is it desirable to teach the young that even a motion-picture
actress on a float is a real contribution toward solving the
perdurable problem of war. or that any number of slogans, no
matter hw tastefully arranged, wlll really accomplish much
toward providing Jobs, civil liberties, education and health?
Agitation, of course, has its place in all social advance, but
it is a minor and uncreative place. One would rather see the
President and Mrs Roosevelt encouraging American youth to
leave that to others with fewer responsibilities and less energy,
while youth itself rolls up its sleeves, applies "the seat of the
pants to the seat of the chair" and tries to find out what in fact
to do about these problems for which the young will, in only
a few more years now, find themselves responsible.

Many Reunions

We told you so... now come and see.

Gregory’s
Lemon Sale
The best clothing and furnishing values
Rockland has seen in years.
One look at the expression on the faces of the
people in the store the opening day tells the
story. They’re surprised to see such bargains
as the following in a season when it’s harder
to get merchandise than it is to sell it.

Children’s Wool Ski Jackets ...*........ $1.50
Boys’ Mackinaws............................ L95
Men’s Mackinaws ............................. 6.95
Men’s Raincoats ..............
2.98
Boys’ Raincoats.............................. 2.29
Boys’ Leather Mittens.............................. 29
Boys’ Sweat Shirts................... 29 and
.59
Wool Ski Caps.......................................... 19
Men’s All Wool Knickers.39c; 3 for
1.00
Mens’ Wool Sweaters............. 79 and 1.95
Neckties............................... 19; 0 for 1.00
. *

*

•

•

Men’s Suits and Overcoats Reduced As Much
As $10.00 Each

one of the least burdened countries streams now crimson with the blood at the northern end of Norway for
burg Barracks. N. Y. under com- ! reahze that there are 50 mapy
mand of Col. Edmund Rice. He ple in sympathy wltb ^e Finnish In Europe, and that at the end of of uncounted victims, might again refugees. So little of this Is known
Reunions of the different Maine had commanded the 6th Massachu-!
1938 the entire State debt was only take up thelr course toward the sea. outs,de of scan,^^ itselt One
in their time Of great n<?ed
$67,000,000—we would call that a pure and undefiled, singing the song
v
,
j
organizations which participated in
—By Helvi Hamalainen.
setts Inf. ln Porto Rico the year
• • • •
drop in the bucket here ln our own which is so dear to lovers of nature.
the Spanish War promises to bring
he had g flnp
as
I would pray that women and losl throu«h °«rman mines and
country. Only 20 percent of this was
Mr. Winslow said in part:
a large attendance to the depart- an offlcfr ln the Clvll War
children
might again venture into submarine warfare more men than
foreign
debt.
The
United
States
is
We are gathered here tonight to
ment convention of the United reg|menl was recruited from New do our part for the bravest little in a position to know how well Fin the open, safe from the death which has been lost on the Western front
Spanish War Veterans to be held Engiand and northern New York,
is being rained from the sky.
I to date.
nation ln the world. We are gath land pays Its debts.
ln Augusta and Togus June 8 and
The
was shlpped lnto shape ered to sing and dance and make
I would pray that tomorrow Fin-----------------Charge No. 2—That Finnish Gov
9. Department Commander Fred-, jn jlg time and jeft for tbe paup merry, but our hearts are heavy be ernment does not want peace. "We land might find no enemies at its Next Friday s Educational Club
erick A. Hobbs has received many
eariy jn September, two cause it Is Finland's darkest hour, want nothing but to be allowed to doors, and that ail which has oc program ln Orand Army Hall from
inquiries concerning these reunions months after the call was made by and that country is facing a crisis be at peace on our own soil,” was curred in recent weeks might prove 3 to 9 p. m. is alluring with box
all the way from Eastern and • the president. The 43d Inf. U. S. which may mean destruction of the reply to that charge made by but a horrible dream.
lunch and coffee upstairs in chaige
Northern Maine to Florida.
Vols was organized at Fort Ethan Scandinavian democracy. We read the President of Finland. The Rus
• • • •
of Mrs. Caro Jones. "Honest Abe"
Thc largest gathering will be that Alien and the 46th at Framingham, in the papers that the Allies are sian demands were known to have Mr. Heistad sang “Soldatgossen" is the topic at 5 p. m. for Submaster
of the 1st Maine Infantry which Mass. They were recruited from rushing aid, but has that aid been no legitimate ground, but in spite ?f by F. Pacius, a Finnish soldier Charles B Rose of Tenants' Harbor,
this Finland was ready to make con song as sung by a small boy of his F. a. Winslow with his new lecture
went intact to Chicamauga under the same territory as was the 26th too long deferred?
siderable concessions.
And now a word ln retrospect:
command of Colonel L. H. Kendall and inciuded many men from
father, a rather touching senti- "Silent Riders ' opens the evening
Finland <has amazed the world ment tn it, and rather appropriate session at 7 p. m. T. C. Stone,
Many years ago there arrived in
of Biddeford. What this outfit suf- Malne. These veterans of Phllipfered from hardships and disease is pln€ servtce will have a reunion Knox County a stranger who had with Its brave stand. Hopelessly in view of the bravery being shown manager for Rockland, Belfast area
little knowledge of English. With outnumbered how can it withstand by Finnish "fathers" today. The gjves an address with his pictures
part of Spanish War history. A lot [ June 9 ln Togus.
the few words at his command he such terrific assaults? The attack I second song was an authentic Fin- ••Telephony". Among the members
of this will be forgotten however
made known that he had come to from the air is a repetition of what nlsh folk song—"Suomen Salossa' j pvc minute papers in the Maine’s
when they get together in Togus,
A "Happy Day" service is to be the Land of the Free to make a home Ethiopia, Spain and Poland experi
(Far In the Forest), telling ol jjau Of pame series are: Oertrude
June 9.
The second gathering ln numeri held at the First Baptist Church for himself, to raise a family and enced. Wars of today are fought Finland's beauties in nature-her, LeavUt; John s c Abbott Jacob
lakes and forests, etc. The refrain I Abbott Mftry
chftse
cal importance will be that of the this evening in connection with eventually become a citizen of the with bombing planes.
their happy prayer and praise serv United Btates.
Last
night
I
heard
a
Swedishin
which
Mrs.
Heistad
Joined,
is
in
,
eft
oyerR
Npws thf Waf
First Battalion, Heavy Artillery.
From his small stock of fundsd he American speaker declare that echo effect. Both songs were sung timeIy discussions
There were four batteries under the ice. The hymn, “Happy Day" will
Sweden could best aid Finland bvjin Swedish. Mr. Heistad's sympa- j
‘
_______
command of Major Everet E. New be the theme of the meeting where bought an abandoned farm, re
paired
the
tumble-down
buildings,
remaining
neutral.
In
case
of
war
comb of Eastport. These batteries those attendin«
be given the
Xr^dSn^XioVin your favorite poem
were made up from companies Of!opportunlty t0 relate h<w they en" and with crude implements brought its factories would be bombed and
f
the farm to a high state of cultiva it would have to cope with German which his native land, Norway. !sj „ r h#d my )lfp * ])ve
I the 2d Infantry, Maine National ' tered the Christian life and the
tion. The experiment which many and Russian navies ln the Baltic. involved, and he has great admira- would have made a rule to read some
hymn
that
helped
them
at
that
Guard. They served ln Cuba as
h™,
poetry and listen to some mualc at
feaat once a Wffk The Iosg ot
e
time. A special invitation ls extend had called foolhardy culminated in j There are 18,000 well equipped Swed tion for Finland.
part of the army of occupation.
Mr Heistad reads a Norwegian tsstes is a loss of happiness Charles
ish volunteers now in Finland;
success.
ed
to
those
who
recently
have
en

■
.
...
Darwin
The Signal Corps of this State was
_____
I shall not tell you the name of $50,000,900 has been already raised newspaper and is amazed al what,
officially known as the 8th Company tered into a Christian experience.
invictvs
this man, but his case was typical by popular subscription; 400.000 Norway and Sweden, and even
This
meeting
will
be
held
this
eve

of US.V. Signal Corps, Maine Vol
of many to be found today on the workers have donated one day’s pay little Denmark, are doing for Fin- Out-of the.nigh^th^cover,
ning at 7.30.
unteers. There was but one com
land. Many volunteers have gone I thank whatever the sods nmy be
Georges River road, and in Long each month.
my unconquerable soul
pany, which was commanded by
Were I gifted with the inspiration from these countries, in the army InFor
Cove, Warren, West Rockport, Union
the fell clutch of circumstance
Capt. George W. Butler of Portland.
and air service; millions have been I have not winced nor cried aloud.
I and other towns where Finnish peo of prayerthe bludgeonings of chance
This was the first organization from
I would pray that peace and quiet given without a string attached, am Under
ple have colonized in the past four
My head ts bloody, but unbowed.
282 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
this State to be called to the front
might
again
descend
upon
the
Scan

bulance
units
sent,
thousands
of
Beyond
this place of wrath and tears
decades.
Looms but the horror of the shade.
SPECIAL DINNER AND
and proudly claims the distinction
knapsacks
contributed,
families And
They have proved their thrift and dinavian Peninsular.
yet thc menace of the years
SUPPER MENUS DAILY
of being the first Maine outfit to
I would pray that Russia's Red taking Finnish children and refu Finds and shall tind me unafraid.
ability on the farms, in the granite
It
matters
not how strait the gate.
HOME
MADE
ICES
serve on foreign soli.
quarries and on the blueberry bar Horde might be driven back into its gees, ail sorts of taxes Imposed to How charged
with punishments the
Special This Week
scroll,
rens. 'Their children have gone into own territory, chastened of tlie raise money for Finland—so many
Maifie' "contributed a generous
I am the master of my fate:
BANANA SPLIT, 10 CENTS
that melting pot known as the public! spirit for lust and conquest.
| eggs a day, so many quarts of milk, I am the captain of my aoul.
quota to the Philippine service. The
19* It

eluding 1st Maine Inf.

The Dormanette

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 294

first enlistments were in the regular

schoola, and many have emerged)—I would pray that the rivers and i etc.

Houses are being turned over

—William

Gruest Realty
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Every-Other-Day

Gave To Cause

The Courier-Gazette
THRER-TIME S-A - WEEK

* *
*•
•>
—

«.

The rights to “Life. Liberty •••
and the Pursuit oX Happiness'
arc based on work.—Hodges
•*

Local Finnish People Have
Worked Hard — Charles
Salo’s Imposing List

•••

At The High School

Funds collected by local Finnili
people before the present Hoover ef
fort are to be listed in these columns.
A splendid piece of work was done,
assuring Knox County of a fine rec
ord in c most worthwhile endeavor.
• • • •
Previously acknowledged. $1,361.25
William Pekkanen .............
30.00
Charles Salo ................ _......... 25.00
Otto Kali .................................. 20.00
Nestor Salomaki ..................... 1500
A. T. Olson ............................
10.no
Erik Miller..................... ......
15.00
Fuller Ingraham ................
25 00
J C Creighton

Miss deRochemont s 6th period
class saw an interesting movie Tues
day, entitled "Washington which
showed thc beautiful buildings of
our nation's capitol.—Alice Dolham
• • • •
A most enjoyable party was given
Wednesday evening, with Miss Has
kell as honor guest, in this school.
Miss Haskell, who is leaving at the
end of this term for her new posi
tion in Augusta, was presented a
radio by the teachers in this build
ing. Attending the gathering were
Supt. and Mrs. Cumming. Prin. and
Mrs. Blaisdell. Mr. and Mrs Allston
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robin
son. Miss Ida Hughes. Mrs Forrest
Orafton. Miss Adelaide Cross. Mrs
Cleo Hopkins Mrs. Ruth Spear. Mr
and Mrs. Crosby Ludwick. Miss
Jeannette Stahl. Mr. and Mrs Don
ald Matheson. Albert McCarty. Miss
Marguerite deRochemont. Joseph
Topping. Raymond Bowden. Ralph
Hanson. Miss Margaret Kneeland.
Miss Sereen Nottage. Paul Nutter,
and William Whiting.

15 ro

Merle Messer ................ „......
5 00
John Lilja.............. ..............
10.00
D. Hesselgrin........................
5.00
Henry Aho ............................
590
Karl Johnson .......................
5.00
Appleton Community Club
1852
Ed. Mathews ............ ...........
5.00
5.00
Ira E. Perry ................ „......
W E. Dorman & Son.............. 5.00
C. W. Hopkins.................. ........ 5.09
Morton Trans. Co...................... 5.00
W. C. Thurston ....................... 500
M .Lofinan..... .......... „............. 5.00
Cohen Bros. ..... ........................ 5 00
Charles Shane ......................... 5.03
Monden ...._........ ........... _...... 5.00
Wirthmore Feeds .............. .... 25.00
Vaino Johnson ..________ ___ 500
Chas. E. Starrett & Sons ___ 5.C0
William T. White ................... 1000
Eshelman Grain ....... . ............. 25 03
Waldoboro Garage Co
5.09
T. R McPhail ..... . ................_ 5.00
Joe Ohtonen..... ..... . .......... ...... 5.00
Mrs. Thurston ...... .......... ........ 4.00
4.00
Miss Thurston ..... ....... -........
B. H. Lincoln Co......... ............. 500
Stover-Collins Post. American
Legion and Auxiliary ...... 5.00
Mrs Laukkanen .Finnish
Mark.
.......................
1.000 00
Mr. Payson .............. _...... ....... 200
Dr. Kazutow ..................... ___ 2.00
Alexander Fuller ............. ....... 1.00
Rollan Gusliis................... ..... 1.00
..... 3.09
Philip Morine
H. S. Fossett ..................... ...... 3.00
O T Keene
...... 100
M Brown ....... .................. ....... too
100
Bob McKinley ................. __
A. Sprowl .. ................ ....... ___ 1.00
1.00
Clarence Leonard ............ __
Suornen Ystava ................ ...... 200
Raymond Poul ................. __
1.03
Jack Haavisto................... ...... 1.00
Selia Sirli ....................... ....... 1.00
Creamer..... ............... ........___ 100
Ben Nichols ................ ... ....... 200
....... 190
Plul Cohen
Fr Silonen ....... ....... _.... ....... 2.00
Sam Small ............... —.... ___ 100
Edgar Bobbins ................. ..... 190
Arthur Robbins ............... ....... 109
Dr. Campbell ................... ...... 3.00
Mrs (Leach ....... -............ ....... 1.00
Foster Jameson ............... ...... 1.00
1 Au Pitman ...................... ...... 1.00
■ R E Thurston ............... ..... . 1.00
In memory of Louis Marcus
1.90
1 Ray Moody....... -............ - ....... 1.00
Mr. Newbert .................. - ....... 100
! McIntosh.............. -....... — ........ too
.50
i Miss Weymouth ....... ........ ......
.50
! Charles Graham........... ___
1.00
■ International Poultry Co
j W C Abbott ....-.............. ....... 1.90
j Ellis Young ...................... ...... 1.00
..... 1.00
1 William Derick .....

Maxine Perry, post graduate, on
Wednesday, typed 65 words per
minute for five minutes, with only
one error, thc omission of a period.
• • • •
Publicity managers. Lucille Con
non and Louise Seavey. have been
conducting a poster contest in Ju
nior High for the junior class play
•'Professor, How Could You?” Ben
jamin Shapiro won the prize of one
dollar in the 8th grade, and Ruth
Payson won one dollar and Georgia
Treat won 50 cents for prizes in the
7th grade.
• • • •
Richard Rising, senior, is em
ployed at thc Rockport and Rock
land Lime Company office.
• • • •
Alice Bradlec Pooler, chansonneuse, of the Pitt F. Parker Royal
Attractions Bureau, will entertain
members of Junior and Senior Higli
at a special assembly next Wednes
day afternoon. Miss Pooler has a
1
lyric soprano voice, and her cos
tumes. procured on her travels
!
abroad, are elaborate and authentic.
Her program, Folk Songs and Songs j
for All Folk.” Includes songs and
sketches ln French. Italian, Ger
man. Russian, Polish. Spanish.
Dutch and English.
• • • •
Selections are being chosen by
the oral English classes, taught by
Mr. Smith, for thc sophomore prize
speaking contest held next term.—
Charlotte Oilchrlst.
• • • •
“Tracking Down Sleeping Sick
ness'' was the title of a movie shown
Thursday in Mr. Matheson's biology
class of sophomores.—Ben Dowling
• • • •
Pupils having a daily average of
100 in class work in commercial
arithmetic, taught by Miss Haskell,
nrc Ruth Wotton, Eruest Dondis.
Herbert Goodwin. Eloise Law, and
Donald Borgerson.—Charlotte Gil
christ
• • • •
N.Y.A. pupils will now receive $6
per month instead oi $4.50. This
means that they will work 20 hours
Instead of 15.—Lucille Melvin
• • • •
Principal Blaisdell has been as
sisted in the office this week by
Kathryn Dean ol thc senior short
hand class and William Cummings
of thc offlce practice class Offlce
boys have been Walter Guptill.
Richard Simmons, Milton Wooster.
Franklin Call, Richard Seaman,
William Rokes, Raymond Kennedy,
and Charles Fernald.
• • • »

Interesting material including an
exhibit showing the food value of
a quart of milk has been loaned by
Round Top Farms to the consumer
education classes in connection with

Total reported ..............

$1,766 77

SOUTH WARREN
Members oi the B. H. Club were
entertained last Tuesday night at
the home of Mrs. Rena Fales. East
Friendship.
Tlie poverty party and program
prepared for tlie meeting of pood
Will Grange Feb. 8, has been postponed to Feb. 15.
Mrs. Ruby Rettew and son Harold
Rettew. Jr., left by train Thursday
rcc San Francisco to visit Mr. Ret
tew of the U. S. S. Sirius, which is
at that port. ^ti's. Rettew will also
visit relatives in Seattle. Wash, be
fore returning home in the late
spring.

Here they are in action—the famous New England sled dogs which you will see at thc Snow Bowl Winter Carnival next Friday and Saturday
meritorious Journalistic achieve marked the career oi erudi’e and ings to the Golden Rule, and kindli
sympathetic editor of this news ness have motivated hls whole life.
ments."
Mr. Staples spoke of the dark pic
He was acclaimed by two city ex paper.
For the Junior Class Play, Miss Durkee Still Out In Will Go On Sale Friday In ecutives, the officials of the Jewish Mr. Staoles. appreciably moved by ture of persecution of Jews in
“Professor, How Could Front—Nathalie Smith Is
Home City Of the Be- order and Rabbi Jacob Freedman of the gracious act of the lodge, re Europe, of the unspeakable mon
Fall River, Mass , who eloquently sponded that above all. tlie love oi strosities perpetrated on them ln
You?”
Now the Runner-Up
loved Poet
and forcibly portrayed the regard man for man. tolerance and respect the German rape of Poland, and oi
of
men for the warm human kind-' for the filial tradition, respecting of the vast and comprehensive recla
Tickets for the Junior Class play
Nathalie Smith of Camden, jumps
Among the famous American
nesses and heartfelt appreciation of all persons of all stations, steadfast mation of the waste lands of Pal
will bc checked at the High School from sixth to second place in tlie series of commemorative stamps.
the lot of all mankind that has adherence in his journalistic wrlt- estine. the Promised Land at las;.
Tuesday and Wednesday at 3 30 p. latest count in the contest for Snow Maine is receiving the privilege oi
m. and at Chisholm s at the same Bowl Queen. Virginia Moody. War having a first-day sale of a postage
time.
| ren. jumps from seventh to third stamp, the first in the history of
Priscilla Brazier has been chosen' place, but Mildred Durkee. Camden, the State. Henry W Longfellow is
for the part of 'Grandma in the keeps a safe lead with 46.677 votes, the first Maine man to be honored
with a special stamp and qvery
play “Professor. How Could You?” and continues to hold flrst place.
citizen
of Maine should be inter
Miss Brazier, an outstanding stuRockland slips down to eighth
dent, has been in the press club and place at this count, as Norma Hav- ested in this fact.
glee club three years, is a member cner. has not turned in votes since
The new Longfellow stamp wi>'.
of the G.A A. board. Outing Club the last count, but this last week of first go on sale at Portland Friday,
and vice president of Debating Club, the contest anything can happen
and a special postmark to com
was chosen lor girl's head monitor and usually does With Camden
memorate thc first sale will be pro
this year and assistant chairman lor contestants in first and second
vided A special canceling machine
the Klppy Karnival booths. She places. Warren Thomaston and
will bc sent from Washington to
was in the Minstrel Show* and Union contestants are too close be
the Portland office to postmark the
Sophomore Prize Speaking Contest. hind for comfort.
first day covers.
Malcolm Ingraham has been se
Here are thc results of the latest
The Longfellow stamp is of onelected as “Butcher Boy Bean, " Toot count. Results will be published
cent
denomination, so that the cost
sie's big brother. Mr. Ingraham each day until the polls at close a* !
ot a cover addressed outside of that
was Keeper of the Astrolable in the 12 Thursday. Feb. 15. when the final
city will be three cents. Covers witn
Explorer s Club.
count will be made and results anremittance at the rate of three cents
James Economy as "John will nounced as soon as possible.
for each one may be sent to thc
bring many laughs from the audi-1 1. Mildred Durkee. Camden. 46.677
Postmaster. Portland, in time to be
ence. Mr. Economy is active in, 2. Nathalie Smith. Camden 38,103
received there on or before Friday.
football, basketball and track. He 3. Virginia Moody. Warren 36.646
In addition to the first-day post
also is a member of the Boy s Glee I 4. Kathleen Anderson. Thom
marks. a special cachet is to bc
Chib.
aston.
36.463 provided by thc Maine Historical
Robert Chisholm is the correct 5. Norma McEdwards. Union. 36.239 Society, which organization main
English butler "Boggms". He won ’ 6 Lucie Dickens, Camden.
32.500 tains thc Longfellow Home ln Port
flrst prize in the Sophomore Prize | 7. Ruth Prince. Camden.
30.588 land Anyone dcsirmg a Longfel
Speaking Cortest with the selection ' 8 Norma Havener. Rockland, 29.145 low Home cachet > the cachet will be
"Message to Garcia".
9 Gloria Lundell, Camden. 17,162 a picture cl the Homo must pay an
10 Beatrice Lane. Rockport. 10.514 • extra two cents therefor and his re
A Wnvrl Prnm ‘‘Rutck” '1 8hirley Stickney, Rockland, 9.750 | quest must bc sent to thc Maine His
Patricia Allen, Rockland. 8.898 torical Society, care of Portland Post
113. Shirley Firth. Rockland,
7.203 Office. Portland. Maine.
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
Rockland Boxer In Florida 14 Carolyn Willis, Rockland. 4.807
Elimination Contest — 15. Jean Lawless. Belfast.
96 93 97 93 98—177
4.6P6 i Rackliff.
SUNSHINE
CAN
CAN
16 Martha Seavey, Rockland. 1 871
Has Won One
ORANGE JUICE
2 CANS
, 17. Josephine Farrington.
475 443 457 435 463-2273
Boynton. Fla. Feb. 9
Rockland.
Augusta
1.353
KELLOGG'S ALL-BRAN
SERVE HOT
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
T.Tsch'm'l'r ICO 93 93 112 111—509
18. Hope Irwin. Belfast.
REG
91
—
464
109
86
Just a few lines to let you know
82 96
, Niles.
10 OZ PKG 15c
BOSCO .
JAR 23
how I am getting along down here
1 J.Tschamler 85 93 107 92 87—461
90
—
445
in Florida I had to cancel my bout
74 87 106 88
Ayers.
I Stevens.
105 87 118 91 114—515
for tonight because of a severe cold.
NOJ'j Al
The Rockland Post Office bowling
STOKELV PEACHES
I was supposed to fight Danny
CAN
2I<
team met with its first defeat Sat-J
446 453 533 469 493-2391
Murphy of Pontiac. Midi
NO J',
The American Legion is having a urday evening when they lost to the
STOKELY PEARS .
CAN 25c
Augusta
team
by
121
pins
Now
they
lighUieavyweight elimination con
NO!'S
test here in West Palm Beach. I are eagerly awaiting till the 24th.'
.VrthU” G. Staples of Lewiston
19c
STOKELY APRICOTS
CAN
have had one bout in this tourna when the return match will be ,
Journal — Receives B'na Brith
ment and won by t.k.o. My nextI I’1**'”1 Chatto of the Rockland
Award
be Feb team won high sin8lc honors with
bout in Palm Beach w
NATION-WIDE
23, but I don't know who my oppo 128, and Stevens, anchor man for
Arthur G. Staples of the Lewiston
Augusta
won
high
total.
515.
nent is to be.
PAPER NAPKINS
Journal, editor-in-chief for 20 years,
Rorkland
If I win my next bout I will have
GEM
81 105 100 89 100—175 and a veteran of its service for 57
a chance to break into the 'big time" T Perry.
years. Friday night received the
Dudley.
73
83
86
■
91
—
413
because the winner will meet Ben
PAPER CUPS 3 PKGS
128 79 91 93 83—4"7 B’nai Brith first annual award a
Brown of Atlanta. Ga., world's fifth Chatto.
D Perry.
bronze
plaque,
for
a
"life
time
of
97
83
77
83
88—
428
GENERAL
KNOX
ranking middleweight. I am train

Checking Tickets

A Word rrom Butch ,,, Patricla ,

Longfellow Stamp

Rocldan,

9c

I9<

19c

With The Bowlers

AX EDITOR HONORED

2ZI7c

25c

ing hard and will be in the best of
shape for my next bout.
Henry “Butch" Wooster
P O Box 513

Largest public housing devr’op-1
ment in tlie United States is thc |
Queensbridge Houses project in thc j
Borough of Queens. New York city. |
-------- - Tlie various units cover 47 acres ,
the study of buying dairy products. ) and will be completed at a cost ot (
Did you know that onc quart of $13,500,000. Homes will be provided '
milk contains about 13 percent for 3.149 families or approximately i
solids i'i pound) and that the re 11.400 individuals.

mainder, 87 percent is water?
• • • •
Thc Aeroplane Club held its meet
ing Wednesday after school in thc
manual training room with Mr. Nut
ter. New members join s tem
porary members until they have
made an aeroplane that will fly: A
10-cent model must stay up 5-10
seconds or more; a 25-cent model.
10-20 or more; a 50-cent or dollar
model. 30-50 or morc. If thc model
fails to fly. the maker will be given
two more chances. If a gas model
is used, it must glide 50-100 yards,
and must stay up as long as gas
permits.—Arthur Sullivan
• • • •
Last Wednesday morning the boys
and girls of the Junior High were
very well entertained at their as
sembly by Dr. Leigh. Already well
known for his skill in mystic art,
Dr. Leigh gave a fine program of
magic greatly enjoyed by his entire
audience. Rooms 10-11 arranged
for his appearance and Byron
Keene was the chainnan

Snow Queen Contest

DREAMS IN A
STRANGE BED
An old saying: "When you
sleep in a strange bed whatever
you dream will come to pass."
Morc things eome to pass
through wide-awake planning
than through any kind of
dreaming.

If you want to plan future
security for yourself and family
now, the National can bc very
helpful to you.

ELON B. GILCHREST
District Agent

63 MASONIC ST.. KOCKLAND

NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

monger VERMONT
Purely Mutual—Established 1850

SALAH DRESSING

USED CARS

VALLEY PICKLES

AND

CLICQUOT CLUB

TRUCKS
AT PRICES THAT P1EASE
ALL CARS AND TRUCKS LN THIS LIST OFFER VERY LOW
PRICED TRANSPORTATION. ALL ARE
EXACTLY AS REPRESENTED
1—1935 FORD PICK-UP
1—1937 FORD PICK-UP
1—1937 FORD
TON STAKE BODY
1—1938 FORD 1 2 TON PANEL
1—1937 CHEVROLET H TON PICK-UP
1—1934 CHEVROLET’1/? TON PANEL
1—1939 FORD PICK-UP
1—1939 FORD STATION WAGON
1—1939 CHEVROLET 1!4 TON PANEL
1— 1938 G. M. C. STAKE WITH DUALS
3—1936 FORD DELUXE COUPES
2— 1938 FORD DELUXE FORDORS
•—1937 FORD DELUXE FORDORS
1—1936 DELUXE FORD FORDOR
1—1935 FORD DELUXE FORDOR
1—1938 DESOTO 4-DOOR SEDAN
1—19S7 LINCOLN ZEPHYR SEDAN
1—1938 PACKARD COUPE
1—1938 FORD COUPE
1—1939 LINCOLN ZEPHYR SEDAN
A Complete Line of Used Trucks From 1 a to l'j Ton, 1834 to

1939 Models. With or Without Bodies; also with Hydraulic Bodies
—all makes. Also a Few Lower Priced Models in Passenger
Cars and Trucks.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND
UNION AND PARK STREETS,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND PHONE 175—WALDOBORO PHONE 61

2

JARS

f 9C

15c (contenh) 2

BOTS

25c

a

ASSORTED KINDS

A
2

GINGER
G,ALER

TAYLOR GRAPE JUICE
WONDER-TIL

PINT
BOTS

2 !*°« 19c

PINTS

•

15c

QUARTS

27c

^ Suz/s/fi It?

LEMON PIE FH.LIMG

2 PKGS 17c

GRAHAM

ON GUARD

DOG FOOD

$ CANS

23c

2

23c

CORTAiNUnMINS AAtfZNOSPNMVA
AN» IRON CONTENTS...

PHILLIPS

TOMATOES

clacnes

COOK.

CLOROX-CLEAN MEANS GREATER HOME HYGIENE
J,

x-a ADOV

BOT

BLEACHES - DEODORIZES . DISINFECTS
Removes Numerous Staini — Even Scorch, Mildew

NATION-WIDE TOILET PAPER

SPLENDID AMMONIA

S5t 25c

5

...

15C

ROLLS

2

BOTS

23c
27c

GEISHA-FANCY - WHITE

J

J

AMBROSIA COOKING CHOCOLATE

2.aplM9c

NATION-WIDE

5
1

TUNA FISH

CAN

I1

GOLDEN HARVEST

JELLIES

SERVICE

.

.

2!

JARS |

GROCERS

Every-0 the r-Day
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Reports Much Ice

TALK OF THE TOWN

From Belgian Congo

Page Three
by nonfarm renter in addition to
monthly rental.
Y. Value of owner-occupied home.
This One Concerns Real Z. If owner-occupied nonfarm is
property mortgaged? Yes or no.
Estate Owned Or Occu

Superior Court

’Nother Census Quiz

Down Deer Isle Way Resi Comes Guest Speaker Who Midwinter Term Destined
Will Be At the Baptist
dents Of Islands Are Hob
To Be Brief — Justice
Church Sunday
nobbing Afoot
Murray Presiding

pied By Family Head
Mortgage Characteristics Of OwnerOccupied nonfarm 1 To 4
with
Justice
Edward
P.
Murray
Feb 14— Thomaston— Board of Trade
A.
Type
al
structure.
One-famllv
meets at Anderson's Restaurant.
Family Structure
c{
Bangor
presiding,
the
February
Feb 14—Telephone tea by Knox Hos
detached, one-fatnily attached
pital Auxiliary
'
, „
~
.
Aa. Present amount of outstanding
two
family
side-by-side,
other
term of Knox County Superior
Feb. 15- Monthly meeting of Baptist
i
indebtedness on first mortgage
Men's League.
,
two-family, three-or-more faml-'
Feb. 14-15 Junior class play, "Pro
Court
at, 10 oclock this
or
land contract; on junior liens.
ly
structures
and
structures
with
fessor, How Could You "
morning. Rev. J. Charles MacDon
Feb. 15-16—Rockland High School
business by number of dwelling Rb. Frequency and amount of reguKlppy Karnlval
unlts
lar payments on first mortgage
ald officiated as chaplain, and the
Feb. 16 (3 to 9 301- Educational Club
meets at G A R hall
B.
Structure
originally
built
as
resior land contractsusual
court
officials
are
in
attend

Feb. 16 -Warren Seth Parker night
Cc. Do these regular payments in
at Baptist Church
ance,
including
Alton
Dunbar
of
dential
structure
with
same
numFeb. 16-18—Camden—Outing Club's
clude principal reduction? Yes
Camden as messenger.
annual winter carnival at the Snow
ber of dwelling units, with dif
Bowl
or
no. Real estate taxes? Yes
Very little business, criminal or
ferent number of dwelling units;
Feb 24 Warren—High School Min
or
no.
strel Show
civil, awaited action.
nonresidential structure.
March 26—Klwanls Charity Ball at
Dd. Interest rate on first mortgage
The grand jury, headed by Scott
Community Building
C.
Exterior
material, wood, brick,
or land contract?
March 27—Democratic State Conven
A.
Rackliffe
of
South
Thomaston
stucco, other.
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
Ee. Type of holder of flrst mortgage
April 4 <10 a m.) Republican State
began its duties at once, aud will
D. Is this structure in need of major
Convention ln City hall Portland.
or land contract; Building and
probably report this afternoon. The
April 4 <12 m l—Second District Re
repairs? Yes or no.
loan association, commercial
publican Convention In City hall. Port
traverse jury reports Thursday
land
bank, savings bank, life insur
E. Year structure was originally
morning. Naturalization day to
built.
ance company, mortgage com
morrow.
Back in his home city, Parker E.
pany, HQLC, individual, other.
•
•
•
•
F.
Located
on
a
farm?
Yes
or
no.
Worrey is in tlie employ of the
The
following
new
divorce
cases
G.
Number
of
rooms.
Bath Iron Works.
President A. E. Brunberg of the
are in order far trial at this term:
H. Water supply; in dwelling unit- | Baptist Men's League has issued the
Femald F. Ames from Ola E
White cross work will be done by
running water, hand pump; with-1
following notice for Thursday
Ames, both of Vinalhaven, married
Opportunity Class Wednesday after
ln 50 feet of dwelling unit—run-,
night’s meeting; "A Double Bill of
at
Vinalhaven,
Aug.
27,
1909.
Rob

noon and evening, at a meeting in
ning water, other.
nice entertainment will take place
erts for libellant.
the church parlors.
I. Toilet facilities. In structure- at the meeting of the Baptist Men’s
Laura Belle Whittier of Rockport
Fifteen young men successfully
flush toilet for exclusive use,
League Thursday evening. Frank
from Ralph R. Whittier of Rock
Knox Hospital Alumnae Associa passed the State Bar examination
shared flush toilet, other; outside
A. Winslow, associate editor of The
port
married
at
Union
July
3,
1L19.
tion will hold a meeting Wednesday last Friday among them Alonzo H.
toilet or privy.
Courier-Gazette will give for the
Charles F Dwinal for libellant.
night at the Bok Home for Nurses. Tuck of Stonington.
J. Bathtub or shower with running first time in Rockland his latest lec
Ada L. Butler of Rockland from
A large attendance is desired.
water In structure; for exclusive ture, and hls increasing experience
Wilmot A . Butler of Thomaston,
Allston E. Smith of the Rockland
use; shared with other house
Stuart MacAlman H. A. 2-C, U. £>. Higli School faculty will bc the
and descriptive ability guarantees
married at Rockland Oct. 4, 1919
holds.
Navy was home over the weekend, speaker at Wednesday's meeting of
Wilbur for libellant.
the special attention of the au
K. Lighting equipment; electric, gas,
having as his guest Kenneth Shimer the Lions Club, his topic "Lincoln,
dience. 'The Lime City Boys' the
Rev. Lewis A. Brown, missionary in i E I*ances, Merchant of Rocldand
kerosene or gasoline, o’ther.
H. A. 2-C. U. S. Navy from Water- Man of Letters."
second attraction will furnish a
the Congo, who is to be guest speaker from RusseU S. Merchant of Bath,
L. Estimated rental value of ownerviliet, Mich.
time of fun and pleasing enjoyment
______
at the First Baptist Church SmwUiy married at Camden , Feb. 14, 1934,
occupied or vacant nonfarm
Charles F. Dwinal for libellant.
Activities at Edwin Libby Relief' morning.
and with the usual fine supper that
dwelling.
Boxing is to bc resumed in Bath Corps, Thursday will begin with a 1-----------------------------------------------Mary Elizabeth Pierpont of Ap
M. Occupancy status of vacant will be served by the ladies at 6.30,
Friday night, after a lapse of 18 beano party in the afternoon, the Central Africa, in territory formerly pleton from Edward Everett Pierdwelling; lor sale or rent—ordi should make an evening well spent.”
months. The feature attraction will hostess to be Mrs. Gladys Murphy, controlled by cannibals, is Vanga. pent of Appleton, married at North
nary dwelling, seasonal dwelling;
be Lou Cooper. Maine heavyweight Mrs. Inez Packard Is chairman of It not only has its busy central ac- Grafton, Mass., May 2, 1921. Ar
held for absent household—ordi
champion, vs. Mickey Mann of New housekeepers at the 6 o’clock supper , tivities, but sends its best students thur B. Levine of Waterville for
nary dwelling, seasonal dwelling.I
Bedford. Page Jim and Carl.
and a valentine contest will provide out to 50 or more surrounding vil- libellant.
N.
Home tenure; owned, rented.
'•Lew" Blood, of Camden, known at various ttmes as "Bear-Trap
Helen Taylor from Roy Taylor of
a program.
lages to teach and to preach. Vanga
O. Color or race of head of house-1 MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Blood"
and
"Cld
Man
of
the
Mountain
Blood"
dropped
in
at
the
Carnival
Dr. H. V. Tweedie will give a talk
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
_____
is the station to which Rev. and Union, married at Camden April 11, offices. 12 Main street. Camden, yesterday, with a dangerous looking axe
hold.
on British Isles with colored pic
The Eastern State Normal School Mrs. Brown have given fifteen years 1922. Tirrell for libellant.
over one shoulder and a chip on thc other, and announced that he was P. Total number of persons in
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
tures, at a program Friday night Alumni in this vicinity are having of service in Belgian Congo. They
Walter A. Stafford of Rockland ready to meet all comers in the wood chopping contest to be held Sunday
Saturday 2.10. Sunday 3 00. Every
household.
evening
at 1.00.
afternoon
at
the
Snow
Bowl
Carnival
at
Hosmer's
Pond.
Lew
is
pictured
in the Tower room of community a get-together and banquet at the are eventually to give their entire from Nina E. Stafford of Portland,
Q. Refrigeration equipment; me
building sponsored by the Arts and Copper Kettle. Feb. 29. Any inter time to evangelistic work in that married at Portsmouth, N. H. June above demonstrating the proper stance for 1940 model wood chopping, as
TUESDAY ONLY, FEB. 13
chanical, Ice, other.
he works out on the wood pile at the Camden Outing Club, getting in
Crafts Society for the benefit of ested alumnus not yet notified kind area. Because of previous training 4. 1934. Tirrell for libellant.
R. Is there a radio in this dwelling? j TONE’ MARTIN
practice for this weekend.
the N.Y.A. girls
There tfili be ly communicate with Addie Rogers. and experience as an architect and
Leroy D. Perry from Myrtle E.
Yes or no.
RITA HAYWORTH
music, and a ..fall admission whl 23 Spruce street, Tel. 1108-M; or builder. Mr. Brown gave much of Perry of Rockland, married at
1 the accident. Both the Gray and S. Heating equipment: central steam
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
EDITH FELLOWS
be charged.
Relief Nichols, 30 High street, Tel. bis first term to Uie supervision of Rockland Feb. 11, 1911. Roberts for
Forieinger cars were demolished.
or hot water, piped warm air,
ln
needed building operations, includ libellant.
222-W.
pipeless warm air, heating stove I
Miss Curtis was taken to the hos‘
MUSIC
IN
MY HEART’
A car driven by Gordon Burgess
Willis C. Kossuth from Mary Al
ing work on Uie Vanga Hospital
! pital in the car of Lewis W. LeGrow T. Fuel for heating; gas, coal or j
and another driven by Albert Mc
dora
Kossuth
of
Vinalhaven,
mar

Anderson Camp. S.U.V. has issued ! plant,
of 11 Gray street —Press Herald.
ooke, wood, fue 1 oil, kerosene or
WEDNESDAY ONLY, FEB. 14
Carty collided Saturday afternoon, an invitation to Anderson Auxiliary.
Mrs. Lillian G. MacVane, 56, of
Mr. and Mrs. Brown took special ried at Vinalhaven Dec. 24, 1906.
gasoline, other.
at the corner ofSummer and Lln- j t0 jOjn them, in a fitting observance training for missionary work in Roberts for libellant.
Special Stage PresentaRon
Emilio E. Hary has joined the U. Fuel for cooking: electricity, gas, I
Portland, suffered a fractured right
Minnie B Rowe of Washington shoulder and Miss Madeline Curtis. letter carrier force.
coinstreets. Herbert Ellingwood
0[ Lincoln's birthday at their Wed- Oordon Bible College, Boston and
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“Hollywood Star Doubles"
suffered a slight concussion and a nesday night meeting. Refresh- Taylor University. Mr. Brown is a from Carold E. Rowe of Palermo,
gasoline, other.
In Person
few contusions. Damage to the ments will be served, after thc busi- , nativc of St- Stephen. New Bruns- married at China Nov. 6, 1927. Pay- 22, of Rockland, suffered a severe
Battery E's ambitious basketeers V. Monthly rental of rentcr-occu-1
Original doubles of Mae West,
laceration of the knee in separate
Burgess car was slight, while the ness session, and it is hoped that wick' He was baptized in East Dix- son for libellant
Oroucho Marx, Joan Crawford,
pied dwelling
will play the Damariscotta Aces at
1
automobile
accidents, both caused by Spring street armory at 9 o’clock W Rental value without furniture j Ray Bolger, Ginger Rogers and
McCarty car was badly damaged.
Oscar
V.
Young
of
Cushing
from
both organizations will be well repMaine. The Browns were apothers.
pointed to missionary work in Oc Gladys L. Young of Cushing, mar ‘ slippery pavement, on Route 1 at tonight. No admission charge.
of
renter-occupied
nonfarm I
resented.
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The story hour at the public li
Falmouth.
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night.
Mrs.
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dwelling with use of furniture ini
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Vane
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for
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December.
chided
in
rent.
News was received in this city
r "After Study Hours" will bc the
'
discharged
after
treatment
in
the
children. Stories, appropriate for Sunday of the sudden death in
ON
THE fSCREEN
Oladys L. Young from Oscar V.
During their last term of service
subject of Dr. Guy Wilson's talk X. Cost of utilities and fuel paid for I
America month, were told by Mrs Belfast of John Raymond Kittredge, in Africa Mr. and Mrs. Brown hav<^ Young, both of Cushing, married at Maine General Hospital.
ANN SOTHERN In
' tonight at the meeting of the Par
Miss Curtis, according to Deputy
F. C. Gatcombc. Tlie playlet. "Thc , who had for many years conductcd had general supervision of the Thomaston Sept. 22, 1935. Smalley
ent-Teacher Association to be held
“
CONGO
MAISIE”
I Sheriff John J. Morris, was a pas
First Flag." was given with Rich- ] a drug store at the corner of Main | Vanga field evangelistic work, and for libellant,
in the tower room at Community
senger
in
a
car
driven
by
B.
Harland
Special Matinee 3.30. Single Eve
James G. Baum from Helen F
ard Radcliffe as General Washing- and park streets. The deceased was of the sta-lion school. Some of their
Building. The hour is 7.30.
ning Show, 8 o'clock
ton, Elwyn Hickman as Mr. Morris, j 61 years of age and a son of the tUne has been givcn to
If^nsla- Baum both of Rockland, married at Gray of Rockville, which collided
Leona Ingerson as Betsy Ross, and late Mr. and Mrs. William H. Kit- itlon of Matthew into Kihungana Rockland Marcli 17, 1920 Smalley pear Pine Grove cemetery with one
An illustrated lecture on South
THURS.-FRI.. HR 15-16
driven by Walter P. Forleinger cf
Marion Fitzgerald as Clarissa.
tredge. He is survived by his wife and cf scho<>1 and diurch materials for libellant
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Portland. The Gray car was being America will be given in tlie Con
AL
JOLSON
• formerly Beulah H. Tapley) and lnto
dialect Thelr field
GLENCOVE
ANDREA LEEDS
driven toward Portland and tlie gregational vestry after the circle
A reception was given Sunday
Ralph
Ulmer
Camp
and
Auxiliary
has
been
among
the
most
success

a brother Scott F. Kittredge. Fun
DON AMECHE
Forieinger machine toward Yar supper Wednesday night. The lec CONFETTI
BALLOONS
night in honor of Rev. Fr. Savage
will
meet
Wednesday
night
in
Le

In
ture will be free, and will be given
eral services were held at the Bur ful of all the missionary fields.
STREAMERS
mouth
at
thc
time
of
the
head-on
of Belfast, the new parish priest at
gion hall, supper to be served at 6
PRIZES
pee Funeral Parlors, Rev. J. Charles
“SUWANEE RIVER”
collision, Morris said. A third car by Rev. Charles A. Marstaller, pastor
St. Bernard's Church, by the adult
Mrs. Ernest L. Brazier went o'clock.
Men 25c; Ladies 15c
of the Littlefield Memorial Church,
MacDonald officiating.
;
driven,
Morris
said,
by
Helen
St.
with the world famous
members of St. Bernard's parish.
Monday to Detroit, called by the
who has served as a missionary in
Hall Johnson Choir
HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
John
of
723
Middle
street,
skidded
About 400 persons attended, thc afA supper, address and dancing will
Tlie mission and temperance de sudden death of her mother. Mrs.
into thc rear of the Gray car after South America.
be given Friday night at K. of P.
fair being held at Odd Fellows hall. partmentS of the W.C.T.U., with Brazier will be gone a few weeks.
Incidental music by Al Marsh. Mrs. j*,. Kate Brau71
,nyltes I
------hall under auspices of Townsend
Al Marsh and Gabriel Winchen- tbe iocai mernbers of church mission
Scott F. Kittredge, who has been Club No. 1. Supper served at 6.
baugh was enjoyed, and Miss Lotte cjrcjes t0 attend a meeting at the ' m Washington on important busiMiss Velma Byrnes, has resumed
MCLaughlin pleasingly' sang a Littlefield Memorial Church Friday ness Is In the city today, called by
group of songs. Greetings to the afternoon at 2.30. Mrs Donald the sudden death of hls brother, her duties as manager of the Sears
new pastor were extended by Allie Perron 0( Thomaston, former mis. John Raymond Kittredge.
Order Office, this city, after being
Dougherty of Camden. Edwin Lynch sionary wlth her husband Rev o p
in Bath for the past three weeks,
of Thomaston and William J. Sul Perron In the Philippine Islands,
Miss Lucille Melvin's name was opening an office ther;
livan of Rockland to which Fr. Sav will talk on "Woman s Work In the inadvertently omitted from thc line
age responded with brief remarks. Philippines” with an interest inj ex up of Friday night's game between, Twelve candidates will receive the
Luncheon "was served, the tabic hibit of native materials. Mrs. Carl Rockland High and '1'homaston °0,<ien Ru'c degree tomorrow night
beautifully appointed with silver Cassens will bc the leader of de High School. Miss todvin, a mem when Rockland Encampment, I. O
service and a centerpiece of spring votions, Mrs. Wesley Thurston the ber of the Junior class, plays in O. F. entertains several guest en
GAS RANGES, WATER HEATERS AND REFRIGERATORS
COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT
flowers.
campments, the work being done
soloist.
right guard position.
by Megunticook Encampment of
LYNN RANGE BURNERS
Public beano Wednesday night, 24
BORN
Knox Lodge will entertain the Camden. The Grand Officers arc
plays for 25c; door prize. Town
Allen—At Knox Hospital. Feb 8. to, Past Grands' Association Feb. 21 expected.
Banquet at 6.30. All
Mr and Mrs Edward Allen of South1
OIL SPACE HEATERS
WATER HEATERS
send Club No. 2.—adv.*
Thcmaston. a son—Malcolm Lester.
with Miriam Rebekah Lodge as sojourning patriarchs are invited.
The steady cold of this winter
Next Sunday .morning the First
has produced ice conditions on thc Baptist Church is to have a guest
salt water such as haven't been ex- : speaker Rev Lewis A. Brown who is
. ,
,
, ... .
,
t,
perienoed since tlie big freeze of a missionary of the American BapThe
steamer
:
tist
Foreign
Missionary
Society
and
several years ago.
Ncrth Haven has for some time | located in Vanga. Belgian Congo
been obliged to make her trip to
Swan's Island by way cf Merchants
Row instead of through the Deer
Island Thoroughfare, on account of
the thick Ice between the Ston
ington wharf and Greg Island.
Southeast Harbar has long been
frozen over and a number are
walking, riding or skating between
Sunshine and Occanville. Thc ice
extends out to Sheep Island. Thc ice
is filled in between thc Little Deer
| Isle causeway and Carney Island,
and Northwest Harbor is frozen
over beyond Outer Pressey Point.
The softer weather of Wednesday
cleared tlie thoroughfare between
Crotch Island and Moose Island in
Stonington.—Deer Isle Messenger.

WALDO THEATRE

Kmkland Woman and Rockville Car
Figured In One At Freeport

VALENTINE
DANCE

PHILGAS SERVICE

MARRIED

THE NOSE KNOWS
Follow That Aroma to the Slipper
Friday Night, auspices Townsend
Club No. 1
K. P. Hall, Rockland, at 6 P. M.

Eat your fill for 25 cents
Supper. Taxi Daneing. Speakers
__________
19* lt

Bickmore-Maddocks — At Bockland.
Feb. 10, Earle H. Bickmore of Book
land and Miss Madeline E Maddocks
cf North Searsmont —By Rev J. Charles
MacDonald
Saunders-Thompson — At Rockland
Feb 11. by Rev C K Marstaller, Robert
L. Saunders of Rowland and Pauline
A. Thrmpton of Port Clyde.

DIED

NOTICE TO
WATER PIPE OWNERS
Have your water pipes thawed
out with a portable, electric,
thawing machine.
No digging; no hot water; no

damage to water pipes.
•
Will go anywhere in Maine.

JOHN W. MARSHALL
TEL. 2-11,

WARREN, ME.
19&21

BURPEES
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service
S90,

TELEPHONES
781-1 or 781-U

UO-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Boynton At Mlddleboro. Mars. Feb.
12. William G. Boynton, aged 64 vears.
Burial in Damariscotta
Philbrook—At Lynn. Mass.. Feb. 10
Ann. wife of Fred H. Philbrook. for
merly of Rockland, aged 62 years.
Burial at Pine Grove cemetery. Lynn
Ames--At Camden. Feb 12. Margaret
F.. wife of Edward E Ames, aged 77
years. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
from Baptist Church.
KaIloch~At Warren. Feb. .11, Law
rence F Kalloch. aged 91 years, 28
days
Funeral services Wednesday at
2 o'clock from the Baptist Church.
Burial at Riverview cemetery
Heald—At Camden, Feb, 12, Frank
Heald. aged 69 vears
Ripley—At South Union, Feb 12. Jen
nie L. wife of Clarence Rlplcv. aged
70 years. 11 months. 28 days. Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock from residence.
Kittredge—At Belfast. Feb. 11, John
Raymond Kittredge, formerly of Rock
land, aged 61 years.
Interment ln
Rockland.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my brother
George W. Ludwig. Jr. who passed away
F’eb 13. 1922.
Nothing can ever take away
Thc love a heart holds dear
Fond memories linger every day
Remembrance keeps him near.
Mrs. William T. Smith
Thomaston.
•
CARD OF THANKS I

I wish to thank, relatives, friends,
neighbors and Ladles of the O A R. for
gifts and greeting cards, sent to me
on my ihirfhday
" rthday
Mrs. Albert Wooster
Vlngltogvep

special guests.
Wilbur Senter’s
Beano party Thursday P M at
celebrated colored motion pictures
of two world's fairs will be presen G.A.R. hall, aus. Edwin Libby Relief
Corps. A mystery prize will be off
ted.
ered.—adv.
Anderson Camp S.U.V. will hold a
meeting Wednesday night, the Aux
iliary to serve refreshments. Serv
ices in memory of Lincoln's and
Washington's birthday anniversaries
will be held, and a musical program
will be presented by the auxiliary
and thc Prairie Rovers. Tlie pro
gram will start at 7.15, and mem
LEGION HALL
bers of thc Camp and auxiliary arc
urged to attend.
7.30 O'CLOCK

USED APEX WASHER, $30.00—FREE TRIAL

BEANO
TONIGHT

The ninth annual meeting of thc
Oarden Club Federation of Maine
will be held June 25-26 at Spruce
Point Inn, Boothbay Harbor, an
nouncement is made by Mrs. Clar
ence S. Beverage of Augusta, Fed
eration president. Mrs. Herbert D.
Maxwell of Boothbay has been ap
pointed general chairman of the
annual meeting by Mrs. Benjamin
W. Rand, president of tlie Boothbay Region Garden Club, the hos
tess organization, with Mrs. Walter
H. Cleveland, secretary. Mrs. E.
Stewart Orbeton of West Rockport,
director of the Medomak Region of
nine federated garden and nature
clubs assisting at this annual event,
has been appointed Federation con
tact chairman by Mrs, Beverage.

FUEL SAVINGS

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

with Timken Oil Heat
ft
The most sensational "money-back" guarantee ever made on fuel
consumption. Wc test your present burner free and on the basis
of the results tell you exactly what saving guarantee we will make
with a new Timken Wall-Flame Oil Burner. We back up this
guarantee with our written bond. No guesswork—no chancc. You
save or we re-install your present burner and refund your money.
Act now. Special trade-in allowances now in effect. This offer is

Ambulance Service

good for a limited time only. No down payment — easy terms.
Phone or see us today.

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

4

A. C. McLOON CO.

TELEPHONE 51,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-OtKer-Day
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THREE
SHUTTERED
HOUSEf
/AMiias wit io i/av&o.

now useless electric lights, there
was stir and movement behind tlie
closed doors of the dining-room in
which Denman Hurder still lay un
conscious and near death; and the
parlor doors likewise were closed.
But Mrs. Bowdon and Mrs. Taine

WALDOBORO
»««a
MRS DOUISE M37.TJBB
Oorrespoodent
a a aa

Tel. n

Pauline Winchenbach. a graduate j

I chairman of the public supper to
i be served Thursday by the Baptist
; Ladies’ Circle, at the Montgomery
« « ««
j rooms. A dress rehearsal will be
ALENA L. STARRETT
i held for the Seth Parker night to
Correspondent
be given Friday at the Baptist
« « ftft
' Church, auspices of the music com
mittee.
Tel. 4S
j A special program built around
The new A. T. Norwood and Sons Lincoln's birthday and Valentine's
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Day will be held at Highland
2b
24 1 25
15
few
Grange Wednesday night. Everyone is to take a valentine, and a
WNU service
1
COPYRIGHT
27
prize will be given for the prettiest
CHAPTER TEN, Continued
Mrs* Leaford,” said Heale implaca
homemade one.
iil
32
bly; and Rab cried:
CHAPTER XI
George S Cobb Camp S U V. and
“Aunt Kitty? Why, she took an
55
Auxiliary of Camden have been in
Tope and Clint arrived at Kene overdose—”
vited to attend the meeting Wed
But
Heale
said
grimly:
“
Oh,
she
saw Hill toward four in the morn
5^
J
w yz
nesday of tlie E. A Starrett Aux
ing, to find the house all collapsed was killed, all right.” There was
NW
iliary. Mrs. Flora Peabody will be
into a mass of timbers through something like a harsh triumphant
4i
m5
Ml
4M
40
chairman of the dinner committee
which like rats the little flames still relish in his words. "Murdered,
W
Taine!
And
so
were
these
old
folks
played. And all about, in a thin cir
and members not solicited will fur
w Mb
MB
M9
cle, curious folk were standing by., tonight Or Mrs. Hurder, anyway.
nish sweets.
w
i .
Clint pulled up beside the road, and, Mr Hurder may get.well
Crescent Temple. P S has in
5o
52 sSSU 53
For
sake,
51
Inspector Heale saw their arrival
or heaven's
eavens sa
e. ” Rab pro
vited Georges River Lodge. K. P.
tested,
"if
you
thought
that
about
1
w
and came across to meet them.
5^
to hold a Joint installation Feb. 23.
57 NYN 5&
55
5U
"That you. Tope?” he asked. Aunt Kitty, why haven't you done
Mrs. Jesse Mills was in Rockland |
w;
"Young Jervies with you? Where's something before now? Why haven’t
bl
59
Friday with Mrs. Elizabeth Mills
the girl?” He was peering into the I you said so before? You might have
prevented this tonight!”
car.
who
is
HI.
i
Inspector Heale confessed: "I fig
bi
fel
Inspector Tope said: "Mrs. Tope
Dr Fred O. Campbell will speak
put her to bed. She was tired out. 1 ured there'd be a better chance ot
Wednesday
night
at
the
weekly
finding out—”
Clint here can tell you all there is
Friday in Augusta.
“Blast it!” Rab cried. “You've
meeting of the Baptist Men's
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
to tell.”
Junior High’s flashy little forward.
fiddled around with your figuring;
16- Gone by
46-A claw
1-A question
Forum. his subject “Social Dis
Mrs. Sarah Burgess of Union is
Heale nodded. “You spotted the
Edrinea Howell. Tiie team is also
17- Twisted
and now— You’re as bad as—”
46-Cease
5-Hard black wood
eases." High 8chool boys are in
visiting her son, John Burgess.
flre, didn't you, Jervies?” he asked.
This was a spare, thin woman.'1
19-Violently killed
supported by several fast guards.
50- Golf mound
9-Looks
But
Asa
interposed
reasonably:
So Clint told his story, briefly, |
Mrs. Emerson Sadler and son Clarissa Miller, the captain, holds vited to be guests. Supper will be
21-Girl's name
51- Regenerated
11- Broad smile
"Steady.
Rab.
I
guess
Inspector
the Inspector listening without in- j
waited for them in thc sitting-room; Robert of Rockland, and Mr and
served at 6 30.
22- Choicest
12- Part of verb “To be’ 53- Australian bird
down the right forward position
terruption till the young man was Heale used his best judgment. After and Mrs. Bowdon was in a chair
?4-Sooner
Mayor Frederick Payne of Au 14-Natlve of Denmark 54- Con junction
all,
he
couldn't
be
sure
Kitty
was
Mrs.
John
Smith
and
sons
Lloyd
and
with the skill of an old time veteran.
done. Then Inspector Heale began
26-Loose cloaks
55Transfixes
that
faced
the
door
by
which
they
16Ache
to question him; and Tope left them poisoned. Maybe her heart cracked, entered. Tope had an impression Clyde of Thomaston were callers lt is hoped that the public mav have ^ta *'Wl * U,e 8UMt speaker 17- Exiet
?8-Joins
56- Spoken
let
go.
”
the
privilege
of
seeing
the
Junior
J
hursday
al
a
n
*
etta
«
of
Friday
at
the
home
of
Mrs
Jennie
30-Rows
together and walked over toward
58- The (Sp.)
18- Klnd of lettuce
of mass, of a white mass that would
He
added:
"And
this
tonight
may
Congregational Brotherhood, His 20-Discloses
32- Born
59- Part of a ship
the fire. There were two or three
not easily be moved. Her hair was Benner.
High School boys and girls show
have
been
an
accident.
You
can't
33- Rude dwelling
60- Make a misstep
22-Chief Babylonian
scores of people here, roused by:
white; so was her cheek; so was the
The Susannah Wesley Society will their ability at basketball at an talk will not be political.
tell.”
36- Part of the leg
62- Overshadow
yod
the alarm or wakened by the glare
shapeless
dressing
gown
she
wore.
Woman's
Club
study
unit
Will
meet
Thursday
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Inspector Heale asked Asa:
other night game before the season
37- Pass divertingly
?3-Headless cabbage 63- Sets of workers
of the flames against the rainy sky,
She
sat
in
a
ponderous
immobility
Thursd»>’ at 2 oc!«k »t the
Henry Crowell when St. Valentine's closes. Several Saturday games are
39- Tsrdy
25- Comoact
and come to watch the conflagra "Where were you, tonight?”
VERTICAL
40- Above
Asa looked at him slowly, then which had nevertheless a sugges Day will be observed
also scheduled
'home of the chalrmau
the unit.
26- Repalr
tion to its end. Tope moved among
tion
of
power
held
in
restraint;
and
41- Agitates
1- Fast
• • • •
grinned. "You cross-examined me
27- Paper measure
Once
again
Waldoboro
failed
to
!Mlss
Pranc
*»
club
them quietly, listening to the frag
her eyes were alive and hard and
42- Drags, as a boat
2- Plural suffix
29- lnseet egg
High School News
once
before.
Inspector,
”
he
re

break
into
the
victory
column,
in
a
i
bers
arf
lnvited
five-minute
pamentary conversations here and
cold.
44- City in Italy
3- Cardinal
30- Final
marked,
in
a
dry
amusement.
"To

Thirty
sftve
boys
who
have
shown
game played in the local gym. Feb. :*rs w‘n * heard on Ant* Ltadtflfere.
Mrs. Taine. on the other hand,
45- Small particles
4- Tlme period
31- A bird
night?
I
was
asleep
on
the
couch
in
Then he saw Asa Taine, in the
46-Canvas shelter
5- Greek goddess of
met them at the door. This was a interest in forming a glee club will 6 being trampled over bv Union ber«hs “Pra>'er for Pea«‘‘ "a W*r
33- Clew
shadows by the old barn, talking to 4* dining-room "ext door?' He nod- spare, thin woman; her thin hair meet with Miss Stevens Monday to
47- Dapper
discord
34- Look meaningly
High
School
bv
the
score
of
36
to
17.
I
by
Mrs
Ar,hur
S,arrftt;
Your
someone—Lissa Thayer.
ded toward the Bowdon house
49-Hauls
6- Coal container
35- Search
was black; her cheek was sallow; organize.
Playing a good brand of basketball'
Buddings Fire Safe?" by Mrs.
"Asleep, eh?”
51- Ascend
7- Ahead
36- Hawklike bird
Her countenance was in darkness,
her lips were thin. She spoke in a
The semi-finals of the Junior
"Till Mother woke me, yes.”
‘Em Drlnk
52- Soil
8- Produce
38-Narrate
since Asa stood between her and the
soft sibilance, in keen syllables that High Speaking Contest were held in in the first half. Waldoboro was fair- ' Prank D Rowe;
“Where was she?”
10- Cut (Scot.)
55-Tablet
40- Unlta
ly close on Union's heels at the end Orade
by Mrs
Clark Pr<‘nch:
fire, so Tope could not see her ex
suggested the slicing stroke of ra
57-Perlsh
“
With
Grandma
Bowdon.
”
11- Strong wind
Assembly
Tuesday.
Those
chosen
41Sultable
and
“
Millions
of
Backsliders"
by
pression; but he saw Asa bend near- [
of the half. In the third quarter. |
59-Mother
13-Float in air
"Funny you didn't wake up, or zor-blades.
43-Wither
er her, his arms encircling her in a
"I sent for you gentlemen." she for the finals, which will be held in however, the Union boys went on a j Mrs Willis Vinal.
61-Father
tS-Equal
45-A firm
hear anything.”
the near future, are: Arthur Ken scoring rampage, scoring 12 points. I Weekend guests at the home of
swift embrace, his face close to hers.
told
them
simply.
"My
son
tells
"I don't think it’s so very funny.”
Then someone called Tope's
• Artswrr To Previous Puzzle)
Asa assured him calmly. "1 sleep me you are circulating the sugges nedy. Edrinea Howell. Marie Waltz. while the local boys failed to spl't Mr and Mrs Charles F. Dillaway
name, and the old man saw Lissa
tion that Mrs. Leaford’s death, and Evelyn- Winslow. Clarissa Mlller.
were Mrs Edith Dillaway and ton recently to attend funeral servsoundly.”
the
draperies
once.
In
the
final
slip away into the darkness as Heale
the tragedy tonight, were not acci Russell Reynolds. Beatrice Genth
"Dressed, were you?”
jDi’S '
,
quarter. Waldoboro put on a des daughter Miss Muriel, and son Ma- ices for a relative,
and Clint came to his side. At the
"Shoes off, and coat,” Asa an dent but design. I will not permit ner. Elizabeth Miller. Ernest Fitz
J i 'N E. rlfl I
/I
son.
their
protege.
Donald.
Frank
A
Finnish
Relief
Benefit
prosame time Asa recognized Clint, and
perate
rally,
and
although
they
kept
such nonsense. If such rumors be
IL I ;N*N ; tLJN E M
swered.
gerald. Bobby Kane and Paul Hilton.
he approached them.
on even terms with their opponents, Pettingill, Nathan Pettingill, and gram will be given at Glover hall C|Q(NjE
Rab interrupted: “Asa, you said come current, I shall know whom
The
Constitution
of
the
Outing
“Hullo, Jervies," he said, in a they questioned you before? You to blame, and I will hold you both
they could not gain any ground Miss Roberta all of Somerville, Saturday night, the arrangements
friendly tone. "What have you done knew what they thought about Aunt responsible. Let the talk end here Club is being drawn up. These of
Harwood Steele, always a stellar de Mass Mr Dillaway was pleased to in charge of Mr and Mrs Ohtonen.
with June?” Heale and Tope were a Kitty?”
and now. I bid you good day.”
ficers were elected: President, Arthur
fenseman. proved to be the spear- receive copies of the old Boston Al- Mr and Mrs. Henry Waisanen. Mr
little to one side.
Inspector Tope waited for Inspec Hilton; vice president. Peggy Jame head of Waldoboro's alack, scoring I manac from I84£' UP
"They told me, yes,” Asa ex
1860 An- and Mrs Matti Turella, Mr. and
"I took her home,” Clint ex plained.
tor Heale to speak. Rab ex son; secretary, Thomas Creamer;
eight points.
Esancy was high 0,her event of enjoyment during Mrs. Oliver Wincapaw, Mrs. Kylloplained. "I thought she ought to get
claimed.
in
a
restrained
anger:
Rab cried: ‘Then why didn't you
executive
committee,
Harwood scorer for Union. The finalscore jtheir visit was the walk about the nen and family, and Mr. and Mrs.
away from here.”
"You heard her. gentlemen. That
tell us?”
Steele. Martin Kallinen and Connie was Union 36. Waldoboro 17.
Dillaway farm and woodland, dur- Walter Williamson. Finnish coffee
Asa nodded approvingly. "It’s
But Tope, in the background, sug is all.”
And when Heale still was silent. Newbegin. A skating meet will be
been hard on her here, even before gested mildly:
Tlie Waldoboro GirlsBasketball
ing ’’hich Mason Dillaway, nephew bread and coffee will be served and
tonight,” he assented. "But if you 1
•‘I hear you were in Providence Mrs Bowdon said, without moving held to determine the best skaters team have plaved two games in the o( Charles Dillaway. took several dancing enjoyed,
in the school. These will compete last week, one at Winthrop where|r«^of "^'tng pictures
don’t bring her back, you'll have a tonight, Mr. Taine.”
her lips: "Outrageous. Impudent
hornets* nest around your head.
in the Camden Snow Bowl Carnival
Rab stared at him almost trucu audacity. Clowns."
Mr and Mrs Selden Robinson
High S<*hoo| Activities
Waldoboro was defeated 24 to 14
They won't let her get away.” He lently. "What of it?” he demand
•'One thing more,” Mrs. Taipe re An emblem will be given by the Out- the other here, where Waldoboro 'Isited Mrs Emily Seavey in
j ener. and Pauline Havener of Rock• by Madeleine Haskell)
grinned encouragingly. "Stick to ed and turned away.
membered. “Mr. Clinton Jervies ing Club to anyone winning a fli-s*-. beat Union. 34 to 22 At the half- Thcmaston Saturday, on which
• land, their accompanist. Miss Doro
her, Jervies. Hang on to her. Don't
"Do you mind my questions, I took June Leaford away with him. second or third place in any conThe assembly period Thursday
thy Hafner; vocal trio by the
Jet them scare you.”
way
mark
in
the
conference
the
<iate
Mrs
Seavey
observed
her
86th
__
Asa?,” Tope asked.
was devoted to rehearsal of the
against my express wish. She must test
“I’m keeping June,” Clint told
"No,” Asa assured him. “Any be back here in the morning. We
Waldoboro Girls are in the lead biithday. She received several nice minstrel shew In the afternoon Havevher sisters; vocal solo, by
At the" last meeting of the Music
him stoutly. He spoke to Tope, un thing you like.”
with four wins and no losses.
,
amon« the most pleasing
orcheJtra ^hearsed with the James Havener, his accompanist.
take care of our own. we Keneeasily. "I’m pretty tired," he said, i
"Mrs. Leaford leave a will?”
The Junior Class are planning *<nu of the day was hearing the chorUs, under the direction of Mrs M1“ Havcner and a 1x10 number
saws; we ask no favors anywhere. Club, the members listened to Fin
"I’ll go home, if you don't mind.
"No.”
whieh included the Havener sisters
See to it that this is done, or I landia by Jan Sibelius, the great a luncheon which will be served ln | hymn over station WRDO. Augusta, y^nl
Be with them there.”
"Mr. Bowdon? Mr. Hurder?”
Finnish composer, and WiUiam Fitzshall know what steps to take.”
and the Munro boy all of Rockland.
the
gym
Wednesday
Feb.
21.
dedicated
to
her
by
Charles
Wilson.
’
“Yes, of course.”
Karrison C. Lyseth, State in
Tope nodded; and Asa turned and
Heale remained mute; but Tope gerald gave an interesting talk on
Principal Herbert DeVeber was
The
school
is
proud
of
its
new
This
committee
has
charge
of
the
"What were the terms?”
spector, visited school last Tuesday.
saw the Inspector. "Hullo!” he ex
suggested gently: “How old is the construction of the symphony
master of ceremonies.
gymnasium score board, which was entertainment and refreshments
Asa looked at him thoughtfully; j Miss Leaford, ma'am?”
claimed in surprise. “Inspector
Posters fer the minstrel show,
orchestra.
Several new books have been add
Tope, eh?” He looked past Tope at and he glanced at Inspector Heale. ' Mrs. Taine looked at him. Most
The d.AR. Good Citizenship Pil- made and donated to the school by Friday night after the stated meet- Feb. 24, are being made by Mr. ed to the library by Mr. Rowe. They
Heale, a swift conjecture in his He said: “I'll tell you anything I people were somewhat melted by grlmage candidate from Waldoboro Percy Moody and Richard Benner mg of Ivy Chapter, O ES. Judson comee's Art Class
can, but I can't help you on that. Tope’s mild kindliness, but she was
eyes.
are finding great favor among the
Those contributing to the news Ixird. J. O Jameson, Eflbert Starrett
a*
A sing was enjoyed Friday after
; ..eu
~ yes.
L- •• -ude
Clint departed, and a fireman My father drew the wills. You'll not.
students.
She is of* age.
she said High
* School, chosen for service,
„
this week are: Gerald Hilton. Made- and George Walker.
noon under the direction of Mrs.
Joined them. Water dripped from have to ask him.”
calmly. "But that is immaterial, pendability. patriotism and citizen- lyn Genthner and Louise Mank as
A favorable change in Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dillaway and Vinal, and movies entitled, “News
"Where is he?” Inspector Heale She is an inexperienced child, quite ship, is Louise McLain,
the rim of his white helmet, and his
Comee's room has taken place. All
Mrs
Charles
Dillaway
were
tn
Bosof
,
he
Atf
..
#nd
,.
Black
editor-in-chief.
rubber coat was glistening. He said demanded. "Where was he to incompetent to decide things for
The Junior High boys made their
seats have been changed to face
to Inspector Heale: “We can't do a night?”
dealing with sleeping sickness
herself. Kitty Leaford was no fit firs- public appearance in basketthe east instead of south as for
thing for hours yet Too hot.”
Asa smiled faintly. "He went to mother for her. but I have done my ball last Friday nlght before a large
shown by H M. White, representamerly, ahd Mr. Ccmec's desk moved
Asa demanded: "Do what? What sleep in a kitchen chair after sup duty by June, and wiU continue to. crQwd Qf
opposition
tie of a gas company.
do you mean?”
to correspond. There are several
per,” he explained. "Mother found
The Junior class served a public
But Inspector Heale found his was provided by boys who are in the
I Inspector Heale hesitated. "This him still asleep there when she
reasons for this among them, bet
supper Friday at the Congregational
is Chief Mason, Tope,” he ex went to telephone Rab.”
tongue at last, forgetting his awe ^rst two years of Friendship Hign
ter lighting and blackboard space.
chapel. On the pregram was a
plained; and then to Asa: "Why, |
The Friendship team
"Asleep through all this hullaba of these two women in remem- School.
Mr. Taine, we think tliis fire was loo?”
short talk by Rev L. Clark French
brance of his duty and his rights, eventually won the game, but the
According to an old custom, the
iset.”
on “Opportunities," in which he
"Now, wait a minute,” he insisted. iocai youngsters gave an extremely
"He’s stone deaf, you know.”
"Set?” Asa was rigid. Tope, 1 Tope asked gently: "Taine. if one “You folks on thev Hill have gone ^ne account Of themselves against
I pointed out that hard times added Scottish bride is carried over the
;watching him, thought the man used of the connections didn’t do this, your own gait in a lot of things
. stamina to youth, that life always threshold of her new home, and met
, an effort to control his voice. who did? Anyone live around here but this looks like murder to me, their older rivals. The final score
gives opportunity fn some way. on the other side by the groom's
was Friendship 16, Waldoboro 11.
"Why?”
who might? Jim Glovere, or the and it’s my duty to check up on it.
Much
enjoyment was had from the mother, Who breaks a currant bun
"To kill Mr. and Mrs. Hurder," , Thayers?"
Some questions I want to ask you.
The green of Winthrop blotted ou:
i musical numbers, headed by Miss over the bride's head A bad aim
|Said Inspector Heale harshly.
He saw Asa taut and stiff, like a I know you're feeling pretty bad the blue of Waldoboro last Friday
For a long moment there was si-1 fencer an guard; but before he could right now, so if you want to wait night to the tune of 32 to 16. Going
Katherine Coffin, who played the is considered unlucky.
lence. Chief Mason moved away, j reply, Rab spoke at Tope’s elbow. till morning—”
piano selection, "Narcissus,'' two vo
Out in front midway during its first
hack to the fire. Asa stood thought The young man had returned un
Mrs. Bowdon said heavily: "There period the lanky Winthrop quintet
cal duets by Misses Bernice HavSubscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ful, with bowed head. Then his eyes seen, and he said in the tone of one is nothing I can tell you. My hutt lengthening their lead through_ _ J i:__
’ich
*
shifted, and he looked past Inspec conveying an order that must be U.band
lies dead in tt,„
the Lniira
house. II Ilwish
. out the game. It was a fast game
tor Heale, and called in a low tone; I obeyed:
to be alone.”
.
.
t
. ..
"Rab!”
And Mrs. Taine added, in her and °ne that afforded the sPec,a
"My
mother
wants
a
word
with
Inspector Tope swung around in
slow, precise fashion: "We have no t°rs many thrills.
(time to see Rab Taine coming to- you gentlemen. Please follow me.” Information to give you. My mothWaldoboro Junior High School
Without
the
slightest
hesitation,
|ward them from the direction of the
Tope moved briskly after Rab. er was in bed and asleep. I was played its first night game with
.old barn.
with her. My son Asa was asleep Friendship , High School Friday,
"Hullo,” he said fn a level mono- Heale almost reluctantly followed
in the dining-room. My husband Many 1<)yal basketball fans saw the
jtone. "What’s the matter, Asa?” I him, but Asa stayed behind.
was at home. My son Rab was In Waldoboro irls win b a one.sidec;
And Asa told his brother: “This I
.„
__
j ,
When Tope and Inspector Heale Providence. Miss Leaford was—I
Is Inspector Heale. He thinks the
don't know where. I knew nothing
23
10Proceeds fr0;n
fire was set, to kill Grandma and followed Rab into the house where till the electric lights went out. and this game paid for new suits for the
lamps were burning to replace the
■Grandpa Hurder.”
I started to look at the fuse-box, girls' and boys' teams. The Junior
i Tope watched Rab Intently,
and saw the flames from the pantry High Girls under the coaching of
i "Set?” the young man exclaimed.
window."
* Mrs. Porter have lost but one game
•'Kill? For heaven’s sake, why
AS YOUR DOCTOR
Rab insisted; ‘ Gentlemen, you jQr ^be
one of their other
should anyone—” He stared from
can't annoy these ladies! They have recent vjctorie
PRESCRIBES
—
one to another. “Why should any
suffered—
one do that?” he demanded.
But Mrs. Taine said quietly: | Grammar School of Damariscotta at Wednesday Only, Feb. 14—Matinee 3.30, Evening 8.00
I__ “Same reason someone killed
“Nonsense, Rab. It is not a ques- Newcastle, the score being 20 to 22

of a beauty culture school in Boston. I hardware store received a well dehas recently been employed in an served puff Friday when visited by
exclusive beauty salon in Lexing the Fitton Brothers of Bridgton, also
hardware merchants, who’, are re
ton. Mass.
Thirty men started work Monday modeling their own store to a mod
on the WPA project to complete this ern demand. Delighted with the
town's part of the Waldoboro-Unton Norwood arrangement and design,
they remained in the store abort
road.
Mrs Flora Barnard and Mrs. Ool- three hours taking measuremen’s
die Howarth of Camden have been and obtaining other data to make a
recent guests of Rev and Mrs. O. replica of the local store. They had
stopped in Brunswick to visit one
G. Barnard
Herbert E Whitcher. 66. died Fri of the hardware stores there whi?!’.
day after a long illness. He was had the modem arrangement but
born in Nashua, N. H.. but had re preferred the Norwood type in this
sided here the past 30 years. Funeral town.
Oeorges Valley «-H Club will
i services were held Monday at ther
Dutch Neck church. Rev. O G. Bar meet Thursday night at the home
of the local leader, Oeorge A Buck
nard officiating.
Mrs. Raymond Borneman will be
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay vlsitid
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Waldo Theatre Stage Presentation

LETTERS.

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Service To:

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven. Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
117-tf

'bine
coaT

COLDS

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

HOME HEAtlNG IS CHILD’S PLAY

NIGHT COUGHS

ROCKLAND, ME.

ington, Isle Au Haul. Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

tion of annoyance, or of endurance. Eighteen points of each of these last
I do not choose to be questioned; games have been scored by the
that is all.” She repeated: "And I ----------------------------------------wish this dangerous gossip stopped,
now." She nodded toward the door
in a gesture of dismissal.
Tope said gently; "I see you
burned your hand!
Mrs. Taine eyed him steadily. DUE
“Yes, when I lighted one of the TO
lamps," she said. “The matchNeed Mora Than “Saha" To
head—”
But Rab cried bitterly: “‘Gentle
Quickly Raliovo DISTRESS I
men, I won't permit this! You must Before you go to bed rub your throat,
ehest and back with warming, soothing
go.”
Tope looked to Inspector Heale Musterole. You get such QUICK relief
Musterole is MORE than "just
for guidance; and the other yielded. because
a salve.” It’s a marvelous stimulating
So the two men came out together; "counter-irritant” which helps break
and out of doors, in the lee of the ' Up local congestion and pain due to colds.
house, sheltered from the rain, Its soothing vapors ease breathing.
Used by millions for over 30 years! 3
Heale mopped his brow.
strengths: Regular, Children's (mild) and
(To Be Continued)
Extra Strong, 404. Hospital Size, $3.00.

Recovery is hastened by an ac
curately compounded prescrip
tion! You can rely on our phar
maceutical expertness, and on the
fresh potency of our drugs.

PHONE 1115-W

GOODNOW’S
CUT RATE
DRUG STORE
3IMI

MAIN ST. CORNER PARK
ROCKLAND, ME.

It will cost $17,500,000 to relocate
railroad

trackage which

wil 1 be

flooded by the new Shasta dam to
CalUvrni*.

ORDER A
supply
US TODAVf

• With ‘blue coal’ it’s no trouble at all to
keep your home warm and comfortable.
For ‘blue coal’ bums slowly, evenly and

completely. It sends more useful beat up
stairs-cuts fuel bills too. It’s America’s
finest anthracite.

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72

Imwnw. w.y wwir-tvEXY Sunday AnHNddin

Will be given by The Courier-Gazette in con
nection with its subscriptions.

ONE LETTER GIVEN
With each full year’s subscription, paid at this
office, or by mail.

TWO LETTERS GIVEN
With each entirely new subeription, paid at
this office, or by mail. (By entirely new sub
eription is meant a subscriber not directly or
indirectly on the list within six months).
» DC4
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Every-OtKer-Day

cal selections will bc presented by
the children of members.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway and
“G. H. R.^Finds Home Read How Cleverly They
It Told Amazed Islander*
family
moved Saturday to the Chris
Uncle Sam Tells You How
Whom
You
Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
Have Been Woven Into a
MRS O8CAA O. LANE
Folks In Barber Shop—
That Skippers Had Won
Roberts house on Atlantic avenue.
and When To Make
About
Household
Matters
Correspondent
Letter
By “A. M. F.”
The Night Hawks will meet
Letter With Local Al
Another Game
Out Your Returns
Thursday with Mrs. Josephine ClayDear Florence:—
lusion*
Another white chalk mark was
A surprise party was given Miss ter.
One Pleasant Winter day on the
Income Tax In A Nutshell
(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
Lois Webster Friday night In honor Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Swears and made on the Cascade Alley stovepipe
birthday of Lincoln, I left my White
St. Petersburg, Fla , Feb 9.
Who? Every single person or married of her birthday. Cards and music
WNAC, Boston; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC. Hartford:
j Cottage and taking the Camden bus.
daughter Monica are to occupy the last Tuesday night as the Skippers WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
person not living with husband or
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ' I was able to Park my Broad exwife who had net Income of 11,000 or featured the evenings entertainment
Charles Libby house on Oranite turned on the hi-pressure Ganders
I stopped in at the barber shop ' panse on a Front seat We soon left
more or gross Income of 15.000 or more,
and generally, husband and wife liv and Miss Webster was the recipient
in
the Hotel Pennsylvania yester ' Rockiand, the Limerock city, and at
street
'
I
and
gave
them
the
axe
where
the
Do you walk around your house , until tender.
Melt butter, add
ing together, who had an aggregate net of many fine gifts. Refreshments
mce were able to Traverse the U. S
Income of $2,500 or more or an a«gre
Mrs. Albert Wooster, celebrated chicken got lt. Tlie Oanders put on these winter days, vaguely dissatis onion, salt and pepper and cook day for a haircut. As I crossed the 1 Broadway. On my way I could
gate gross Income of $5 000 or more, were served. Those present were Mr.
threshold
the
owner
of
that
par

ice (from the Highland a fine Seamust file returns. If In doubt, obtain
her 86th birthday at her home Wed- the heat in the first string and it fied with the effects and yet feel slowly five minutes and stir in the
form and printed Instructions from and Mrs. Raymond Webster, Mrs.
nesday at a family dinner party, looked like just another song and ing certain It would cost too much tomatoes, add celery and cook the ticular clip joint—a gentleman by view. I passed an Oak Orove and
collector of Internal revenue
Donald Webster. Mr. and Mrs. Mau
added an Elm, a Linden, a Birch, a
When? The filing period begins Jan.
Mrs, Wooster spent a pleasant day dance act for the evening, but the to give the familiar Interiors the entire mixture 10 to 15 minutes the name of Bates, who used to Pine, a Chestnut, a Cedar, a Beech
1 and ends March 15. 1940
rice Brown. Mr. and Mrs. James
live
in
Orrington,
later
ln
Islesboro
Where? Collector of Internal revenue
receiving callers and many gifts, skippers rallied In the second and lift they need? Winter months be longer.
and a Maple to my tree list.
for the district In which the person Calderwood, Delwyn Webster. Mrs.
By this time I was in. High spirits
and who at one time worked in a
Parsnip Fritters
lives or has his principal place of Curtis Webster. Mr. and Mrs. Ken which included flowers from a niece third while the Oanders faded away, ing indoor months most of us get
business
Wash and boil six or eight pars barber shop on Limerock street in and feeling rather Oay as I Love
''edgy” over our homes exactly as
in
Vancouver.
B
C.
She
also
reand
the
Skip-men
skipped
blithely
joy, I forgot that It was not Sum
How? See Instructions accompanying neth Webster and daughter Anne.
the Rockland—looked up from his mow mer.
ceived two decorated birthday cakes over the nnes 21 pins to windward, a beloved, but too frequently seen, nips. When tender, take
Perms 1040A and 1040
What? Pour percent normal tax on
Fox Islanders 4-H Club met Fri and a shower of greeting cards.
ing,
nodded
and
observed
that
in
skin and mash them fine. Add two
On reaching that part of Knox
it was steady and consistent friend may get on our nerves.
the amount of net Income In excess
oi tne personal exemption, credit for day with Miss Ellen Burgess. Leader Those who attended the birthday bowling that won for the Skippers
in the February “Better' heaping teaspoons of flour, two all probability people were walking County which was my des-tlnation I
Look
dependents, earned-lncome credit, end Mrs. Barbara Nutting and assis
had some Tea and an Orange I
Interest on obligations of the United
dinner were Mrs. Albert Wooster, while Oanders bowling was some- Homes and Gardens” for some beaten eggs and a Uttle salt and between Hampden and Orrington bought a pair of Lisle hose War-ren
8tatcs and obligations of Instrumentall- tant leader Mrs Dewey Brown were
Corner
this
winter.
I
agreed
and
Mr. and Mrs. William Laury, Mr. > what spotty. Shields especially fad-j smart but inexpensive ideas for pepper. Have some good whole
ted, not to run, but my Main Purtlc, cf the United States. Surtax on
The cooking girls made and Mrs. Pearl Calderwood and . ing badly after his first string. The j lending variety and study the two walnut meats ready and form the suggested that they were probably ' chase was a gold Crescent with a
surtax net Income In excess of $4 000 present.
doing so without getting their feet ! Pink pearl of the first Wafer In the
Income Tax Don'ts
and served chocolate crispies.
daughter Urdine and Mr. and Mrs.1 ol' Goose was again leader of the 1 pages of "right" and ' wrong'' fur- parsnip mixture into little balls
Don't prepare your return without
wet either
ICenter- 11 18 not 8 Masouic cmOcean
Bound
Rebekah
Lodge
will
first studying the Instructions accom
Chester Dyer of 'North Haven.
j flock although closely pressed by niture groupings and small details w*Ui one walnut in each Fry' to a
’
' .
, ..
,' blem, but a sort of School pin
panying the form
Then a customer in the second brought • over the Ocean from the
observe Children Night tonight. A
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson and Wym Guilford and Skip Arey. When that make or break a room. We Bolden brcwn in butter in a frying
Don't procrastinate Early asembllng
cola te with parsley and chair from the door blew a cloud Orient by way of the Atlantic
of data permits a careful consideration program of recitations and musi daughter Mrs. Harry Coombs left it ls said that consistent bowling found them fascinating and marked pan
of all tax problems.
of lather off into space and re rather than the Pacific.
Don't destroy the memoranda from
Saturday for a visit with Mr. and won for the Skippers there must be i our own home as “guilty" on sev- serve on a hot platter.
Returning I fell in witli a friend
marked that he could do witli a
which your return was prepared
Stuffed Prunes
from Union who was longing for a
Don't faU to 011 in all Items and take a deduction for partial loss if Mrs. Herbert Boman in Lisbon Falls 1 included Gene Hall's 216. for be- j,ral counts.
Three 3-ounce packages cream nioe mess of tomcods. which might sight of the Sea Being a Mechanic,
schedules required by the return.
partial worthlessness occurs.
Samuel Hall went Saturday to tween Gene's neutritis and his hard- [ Have you theconventional
pair
Don t omit explanation when such
cheese,
3 tablespoons heavy cream, be caught right under the road be he seemed to ’Otis everything, espe
The
provisions
of
the
Internal
Information Is essential o a complete
Portland.
to-control gutter ball, this ls not [ of candlesticks and bouquet on your
audit
This wlll save unnecessary ex- Revenue Code with respect to badfew grains salt, honey, toasted tween Hampden and Orrington, if cially Holmes and the grange Hall.
_____„„„
„
11 was
neglected.
felt likej a Mav- r
At the next meeting of Marguerite far from whal the old sea dog h“ lUvta« room mantle?
«*>">pen-e and annoyance to both you and
sald _tomcods
were
rolled in com
j erjfk
OUwI Wush
the Government.
debt and partial bad-debt deduc Chapter. O ES . the entertainment been doing Bl" evpr>bod>' knows J metric (lop-sided to you) arrange- cocoanut.
Combine cheese, cream and salt meal and fried. That made ttiree mu>,t hang my heart on a weeping
tliat while Oene may not be anv [ ment of a bowl of flowers at one
tions are not applicable to a tax
committee
will
present
an
obser

Deduction for Bad Debts
and
stir to blend. Shape small por of Us present who knew all about Willow tree Nevertheless I am
payer. other than a bank as defined
great man to knock 'em down him- ! end and a pair of figures at the
Penobscot river ln winter.
j ready to Slate that he Ls a Brick
vance
of
Lincoln
and
Washington
Bad debts constitute a consider by the Act, where the debt Is evi
tions of the prepared cheese into tlie
,„„
i However, my courage never Fales.
self, he is a hound at talking the other.
They are better than a diet of
youjs Tillson and stars are not,
balls and dip one side Into honey,
able item in the returns of many denced by bonds, debentures, notes, birthdays, after which a "village
Is there a print you aren't too
olher iellcw out of knocking 'em
beans
anyway
”
said
another
voice
Lindsey Amesbury
then into toasted cocoanut. Slit
taxpayers and may be treated In or certificates, or other evldenoes school” with a group of pupils in
over, and as Gene says, "There s fond of over the dining room buffet 1
A M F
cooked prunes down one side and coming from somewhere among the
tne of two ways—either by deduc of indebtedness, issued by any cor- old fashioned costume will be in
and
choice
old
plates
or
platters
|
many a slip twlx't the quip and mv
remove pits, leavin g prunes whole waiting customers.
tion from gross income in respect poratlcn (including those Issued by session with Mrs. Florence Guilford
that should be high-lighted tucked j
lip.’
That made four of us to whom out at Prospect Hill whereas ln
as possible. Refill' seed cavities
to debts ascertained to be worthless a government or political subdivi as "teacher”. Two one-act plays
Cap'll Grimes ol the Ganders was away? Take down the print and
Maine was no mystery.
Cuba Ed Broun had to wear hl;
witli cheese, cocoanut side up.
either in whole or in part and sion thereof), with interest coupons will also be presented.
somewhat in the position of the hang up the heirloom plates in a
I sat down and unbuttoned my hat when he ate. He couldn’t reMENU
charged off. or by a deduction of a or in registered form.
Moses Webster lodge F.A.M.
Russians in the Finnish war. he was well balanced grouping. (They're
collar feeling quite at home ana I call ever being obliged to wear a
reasonable addition to a reserve for
meets tonight.
Deduction For Taxes
making a lot of noise and smoke, using lovely old plates grouped, for
presently Barber No. 2 straightened i hat in the diningroom at Prospect
Crange
Juice
bad debts. Taxpayers were given
Supper
was
served
Thursday
pre

Taxes on real estate and personal
wall decoration in living rooms,
up his chair and I got a glimpse ot Hill.
an option for 1921 to select either property paid during the year 1939 ceding the meeting of the Jolly but wasn't doing much damage, and too).
Ready-cooked Cereal
As near as tills newsboy could
the man who liked tomcods.
of the two methods. Tire method are deductible. 8o-called taxes Juniors Club, after which the busi Brer Peterson is again exhaling the
Bacon
Dropped Eggs on
Could you slip-cover two of your
smoke
from
a
certain
brand
of
ci

understand
lt, the party spent ’ts
“
Where
you
from?"
said
he.
Toast
used In the return for 1921 must be which ore assessed against local ness session was conducted by Presi
gars which experience rather than I dinin* room chairs to banish what
"Rockland. Bayside. Hampden and time on the road between Sloppy
Coffee
used in returns for subsequent years benefits such as streets, sidewalks, dent Ruth Arey. New songs were
radio advertising, tells him are the i
wr*ler of tliis article calls "the .
way stations," I replied promptly. Joe s and the Sans Souccl with side
Lunch
unless permission is granted by the drainage, and other like improve practiced, one of which is dedicated
most fragrant in the world. But wccden Indian" aspect of some din"Know Henry Bird?” he inquired. trips to the Tropical Gorden. The
Commissioner of Internal Revenue ments. are not deductible bul are to Camp Silver Birches on the Ames
Prudence Roast Beef Hash
,
Der Captain is a hard man to leaze 1 *ng roorns? We didn t c®re for the
“I certainly do." I admitted "He’s night clubs did so much biv-iness
Plcalllll
to change to the other method Ap to be capitalized, as they tend to
-T. *
and he is going right ahead With U,ousht of a slnglc dra™' at
on his way down liere right now, with the partv that they volunplication to change must be made at increase the value of the property a happy outing last summer
A
.
* mockv.
Fide oj a window or a bedroom Friend's Brown Bread and Butter
tarilly reduced tVw cover
or, lf lie isn't he ought to be "
least 30 days prior to the close of and thus constitute cost of a per marriage was "solemnized", lhe plans for another experimental sup I chest and bureau cheek-to-cheek.
from *2 to 75 cents.
"Tell
him
Old
Man
Blanchard
per.
and
the
underground
report
has
the taxable year lor which the manent improvement The Federal wedding march being played by
Hot Nestle's
but ideas differ.
Will Live Up To Its Name
of Farmington would like to see
change is to be effective.
How income tax may not be deducted Miss Arey. Dancing. Indian fashion it that it will be entirely revolu- '
Dinner
Any small pictures lost against
Clearwater
Beach has been se
him
after
he
gets
here."
tionary
and
un-orthodox
in
its
comj
ever, a taxpayer filing a first return The tax on unjust enrichment—a and otherwise, added to the plea
"Ace" Broth
a "busy" wallpaper in your house’
"Right," I promised.
lected for the first annual outing
position, from vitamin A to Z. Gene
for 1939 may select either of the Federal tax on income—is not de
Hamburg
Roast
sure of the evening. At the next
Is the lovely wood of tables con
I never did find out who the of the Rockland Food Consumers
two methods, subject to the ap duct ibie Income tax. however, paid meeting. Feb. 22. a birthday party Hall says it will probably be a mix- (
Baked Potatoes
cealed beneath fussy lace runners,
gentleman
is who didn't like beans. League, instead of the Sunset Ho
ture of dynamite tnd red pepper,
proval of the Commissioner upon to the State by an individual on I will bc held for the president
'Celery, Creole Style
the piano hidden under a draped
But probably he's from down there tel «v, first announced, and Uie
but with the addition of a few baked
examinatin of the return. Per his income ls an allowable deduc
'Parsnip Fritters
shawl? Are the living room chairs
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will
Hegira will take place Saturday
somewhere.
beans Gene plans to turn the meal
mission to adopt the reserve method tion in his Federal income-tax re
Pineapple Salad with
grouped comfortably for conversa
hold installation of officers Thurs
Over 35 Rockland and near RockHit the High Spots
is limited to taxpayers having a turn.
to his own advantage.
'Stuffed
Prunes
tion or reading, and how arc the
day night.
"This ls a pretty town," observed | land sturdy trenchermen and wom
“Glissando Ganders
large number of acounts where
“Brer Rabbit Louisiana
Customs duties paid by a person
lamps by which you expect the
en are expected to rally round the
credit Is extended over a consider on articles imported for his own
Mrs.
David Day ot New York
Sanborn . ............ 92 95 82—269 family to read — adequate, well
Rice Pudding
EAST LIBERTY
able period of time. It is not grant use are deductible. Import or tariff
"Yes, wasn't it," answered Mrs. boards at 130. p. m.
88 86 88—262
Orlmes
Coffee
Folks
ed for the purpose of handling one duties paid to customs officers; and
Herbert Garrett of Brooklyn
•Recipes given.
Llttleflfld ........... 74 80 89—243
One error listed in the photo
Charles J. Smith and son Lea
Miss Lucretia Thayer entertained
specific debt.
Tliat
is
a
seven
word
description
Shields
...............
104
83
83
—
270
business, license privilege, excise. mon have returned home frcm East
graph of a wrong room was hit-or- I
at luncheon
What constitutes a "reasonable
of a two-day run from Washing Miss Carolyn
Goose Arey .......... 96 110 103—309 mbs scatter rugs "like pennies from 1
WEST ROCKPORT
and stamp taxes paid to internal I Searsmont
ton, D. C., to St. Petersburg, Fla., Wednesday—The early arrival in
addition" to a reserve for bad debts
revenue collectors are deductible as , ciareno Johnson and family of
Heaven" on the floor. A right and
must be determined in the light ol
454 454 445-1353 wrong contrast in handling a j The Mission Circle met Thurs completed Saturday night by Mr. St Pete of Mr and Mrs. Oregon y.
taxes, provided they are not added Thorndike were callers Sunday at
day afternoon with Mrs. Robert and Mrs. Day. Mr. and Mrs. Gar Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bird and Mr.
the facts, and will vary as between
“Skipping' Skippers
break-front bookcase showed one 1
to and made a part of the expenses , w. L. Grant s.
Heald. Mrs. M A. Fogler, who ls rett and Miss Carolyn Reed, daugh and Mrs Willig Ayer is anticipated
classes of business and with condi
Drew
81
106
97
—
284
of the business or the cost of the
Frank S. Emerson lost 2,000
1
spending
the winter in Camden ter of Dr. and Mrs. G. H Reed. witn much pleasure by the Rock
tions of business prosperity. It wlll
Peterson ............. 91 94 97—282
articles of merchandise with respect
1 was in attendance and was given The remark of Mrs. Day and the land contingent—Local landlords
depend primarily upon the total to which they are paid, in which shaved ash hoops and alk his tools Hall ....................
63 79 74—216
ln a recent fire which destroyed
! a warm welcome.
amount of debts outstanding as ol
answer made by Mrs. Garrett had are also awaiting this event with
case they cannot be deducted sepa the shop where he had been work Guilford ............. 116 97 84—297 tive ornaments.
(Personally we
the close of the taxable year, those
to do with some town in the neigh ill concealed eagerness—Mrs. Emily
Mrs
Louise
Orbeton
entertained
rately as a tax The Federal tax ing. In an half-hour after he had Skip Arey ............ . 95 94 106—295
arising currently as well as those
j the Tuesday Club last week.
borhood of Savannah but nobody is Weeks, Mrs. J T. Kennedy and
of 1 cent for each 10 cents or frac finished work the shep was a mass
arising in prior taxable years, and
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Merrifield sure which one because they were others were entertained at bridge
446 470 458-1374 tives I
tion thereof paid for admission to of flames. It is thought that the
the tctal amount of the existing re
traveling too fast for a more posi tills week at 520 15th street North
any place (where the amount paid fire started around the chimney
You may enjoy in your own entertained a few friends Thurs
—Mrs Weeks is staying witn her
serve. In case subsequent realiza
tive identification.
day
night
at
dinner.
is 41 cents or more) is deductible, in the chamber. The building be ter marriage he had resided in rooms some of the things listed as
father, Mr. Edwards, at Boca Ciga
tions upon outstanding debt prove
They
will
return
North
Friday
provided an account has been kept longed to Oeorge W McLain who Waldo.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Leman Oxton
wrong and if you do it's your sweet
Inn in Guilport this winter—The
to be more or less than estimated
morning
lf
ihe
speedometer
on
the
by the taxpayer of the amount paid also lost several articles which
Other surviving relatives are his American privilege to keep them were guests recently of relatives
premier of Gone With the Wind
at the time of the creation of thc
car
has
recovered
by
that
Ume.
Taxes on chib dues are deductible were stored there
father of Sabattus, a sister Mrs 1 that way. Even a "wrong" rocm is in Waterville. Ernest Douglass
corralled a few Rockland custom
existing reserve, the amount of the
Oh,
Henry!
by the member paying them An
Blanche Benner of Liberty, three
who accompanied them on the trip
excess or inadequacy in the exist
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown, Mrs. ers Monday night. Red velvet
Herbert P. Murray
individual may deduct the tax on
nephews, Walter, Herman and Virvisited Mrs. Douglass in Fairfield.
ing reserve should be reflected in his telephone conversations, radio
Harriet
Frost, Mr. and Mrs. M I.. carpets, evening clothes and spot
Herbert P. Murray who was bom gil Stevens of Liberty, three aunts,
Among those who attended the Corey and Henry Howard have lights gave a Hollywood aspect to
the determination of the reasonable
messages, telegrams, and cables, ln Liberty Feb 22, 1896, son of Mrs. Ida Longfellow of Waldo Mrs. • loved child over-dressed for a party recent Christian Endeavor Rally at
the affair—The Reeds also enter
addition necessary in the taxable
and on the rent of his safe-deposit Walter J. and Myrtle (Leavitt) Effie Flanders of Augusta and Miss and sitting anxiously on the edge Rockland First Baptist Church just returned from a week's visit
tained at the Chatterbox Thursday
year. A taxpayer using thc reserve
in
Cuba.
box
Murray died Feb. 2, at his home in Mabelle Leavitt of Attleboro, Mass., of its chair worried about an ef were Mrs R J Heald, Blanche Col
night.
method should show In his return
Mr.
Howard
was
interviewed
by
Unemployment compensation con Waldo As he had been ill of bron an uncle. John Leavitt of Waldo ; feet. It is fun to compare your lins, Carolyn Andrews, Mildred
the volume of charge sales* or other
this correspondent on his return lo
tributions required under a State chitis only a few pays his sudden and several cousins.
i rooms with those illustrated though, Tolman and Charles Heald.
business transactions) for the year,
this city concerning the high lights
.law. if officially classified as taxes. death which occured during his
Because of ''Bert's" quick wit. and stimulating.
The Singing Sewing 4-H Oirls’ of his excursion.
and the percentage of the reserve [are deductible as taxes and not as
sleep was a great shock to his fam jovial disposition and willingness Brer Rabbit Louisiana Rice Pudding Club met Thursday afternoon with
to such amount, the total amount of
He said that Cuba reminded him
ily.
business expenses.
to aid those needing assistance, he
Four cups milk, 'i cup Brer Rab Miss Carolyn Andrews.
notes and accounts receivable at the
of the dining rcom of his old home FRESH DAILY
The excise taxes imposed upon
In early life Mr. Murray was had a large circle of life long [ bit Molasses, S cup washed rice, 'n
beginning and end of the taxable
Miss May Fogler accompanied by on Prospect Hill because Cuba and
/wt
\
employers by the Social Security married to Miss Florence Cunning friends.
teaspoon cinnamon, >4 teaspoon
year, and the total amount of the
Mrs. Margaret Andrews motored to Prospect Hill were the only two
Jllld.'bi MAUHfUL
\ ..
Act, as amended, arc deductible, but ham of Montville. Three children
The funeral was held from his salt, '4 cup raisins,
debts ascertained to be worthless
Fairfield recently where they called places he could remember where
lhe income tax imposed on em were born to this union, one of home, Rev. WiUUm Vaughn of
Mix well. Bake In a slow oven
and charged against the reserve
on Mrs. Amy Nutt, Mrs. Inez Doug he had to eat his meals in an
ployes by the act ls not deductible whom died in infan
iiq> The ether Belfast officiating. The bearers i <275-300 degrees F.) 2'4 hours, sttrduring the taxable year.
ill^id now resid- were Isaac Sanborn. Claire Gur- ring four times (every 15 minutes lass, and George Oreenrose, Jr. overcoat. He thought Prospect Hili
If an employer pays such tax for two, Frank and Mill
Had Debts—Year in whirh De
They also visited Miss Mary Fogler had a little edge on Cuba because HORSE RADISH
the employes, the amount may be ing in Massachusetts were present ney, Philip Clement and Omar for the first hour) and add three
ductible
of Oak Orove Seminary, Vassal they did have a fire in the kitchen nm mum n curi hukmiii mimuiu
deducted by the employer as a at the funeral.
Kellar. Burial was in the Paul [ teaspoons Land O' Lakes Sweet boro.
To be allowed as a deduction from
business expense, and the employes
Later in Ufe, Mr. Murray was cemetery.
Cream Butter in fourth stirring
gress lnccme, a bad debt must have
are required to report as additional married to Miss Verna Paul of
Serves six.
been determined by the taxpayer
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
income ln their Federal income-taZ Waido who with their daughter,
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
Celery, Creole Style
to be worthless within the taxable
returns the amounts of the tax so Ruth survives him. Since the latOne cup diced celery, 2 table
A social gathering will be held at
year for which it Is claimed and,
paid for them.
spoons finely diced onion, 1 table the home of Rev and Mrs. A. Raita
where books are kept, it also must
License fees exacted by a State or
spoon Land O Lakes Sweet Cream Thursday night at 7 o'clock. Pro
have been charged off within the
city upon certain businesses are
Butter, 2 teaspoons finely chopped ceeds will go to the Finnish relief
same year. The necessity for this
deductible as taxes. Automobile
J green pepper, one-third cup canned fund.
provision is obvious. If a debt could
license fees are ordinarily taxes and
‘THE SAINT’S DOUBLE TROUBLE”
tomatoes, % cup boiling water, onebe deducted without the require
deductible. Postage is not a tax
J
third teaspoon salt.
Always think before you act, but
ment that it be charged off the tax
and ls not deductible. In general,
Put
celery
in
saucepan
with
boil

don't
think
too
long
about
an

payer's books, the certainty of its
taxes are deductible only by the
ing water and boil 10 minutes or swering intersting classified offers
worthlessness would be open to
person upon whom they are Imposed.
question. Neither the taxpayer nor
Federal estate and gift taxes and
the Government could be certain
State inheritance, estate, legacy, or
\ ou umu bave .all lhc luiunou*»oiuhirU .md
that a debt would not be claimed
succession taxes are not deductible
mote than once.
pkiMurct
that Miami offer*. Kl Comodoro
cn Federal income-tax returns. The
If a bad debt were allowed as a
*
affoHa cicellent facilitipa and it centrally
federal taxes on automobiles, gaso
deduction without regard to the
line, cigarettes, and liquor are im
I orated jmt a whilprr from all aitidlirt
year when it became worthless, such
posed upon the manufacturer, pro
charges could be accumulated, to be
The ratre are well within your vacation
ducer. or importer and are not de
deducted in a year when there was
ductible by the purchaser or con
budget. 250 artistically furnished end deco
a large income.
sumer. Whether or not the gasoline
rated
rooms withcwalanalion tuhand shower
The burden is upon the taxpayer
tax, the use tax. or the sales tax
to show that a debt claimed as a
bath from $2.50single, $1 00 double. Altraclevied by a State may be deducted
deduction was without value during
rates quoted upon request l he
by the individual purchaser de
thc taxable year. A statement
pends upon the terms of the State
modernaireoaWcoffeeshopisfaniouafarKne
should be attached to thc return law imposing tlie tax; consequently,
f.xxJ at moderate prices El Comodoro Cock
showing the propriety of any deduc
the right to the deduction, as betail brunge is always a popular rendezvous
tion for bad debts. If in the exer. tween purchaser and seller, varies
else cf sound business judgment a ln the different State*,
Under the Personal Direction
taxpayer concludes, after making
To
JOSEPH II. ADAMS, MANAGER
every reasonable effort to deter
mine whether there is likelihood of
YEAR
ROUND
recovery that the debt is of no value,
ii
deduction for such debt ls allowable.
To Simon Templar. The Saint (George Sanders)—or is it, after all. hL
Court action as proof that the debt
doable?—Anne (Helene Whitney) returns the initialed ring whirh was the
is worthless is not essential.
symbol of the bond between them—before The Saint brame a notorious op-1
TISSCE
It is optional with the taxpayer,
ponent of criminal personages, and likewise of the police! The scene is
W.
fl«S»
ST
AI
AVE
from “The Saint's Double Trouble,” latest in RKO Radio's series based on:
in a year prior to that in which a
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Team Standing
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HEATED apt to let all modern. Good!
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with
Mrs.
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Eighty boys and girls came from
TWO-room furnished apartment
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let. heat, bath and lights 34 RANKIN]
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Graftons ..... 14 22 .389 13842 461 4 Education from a frontier trading
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APARTMENT furnished and heated.I
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InMr and Mrs. Leslie Young. Mrs.
Miss Doris Bowley of Warren was Marks. 145: Youngs. 2483; Youngs, ing and cyphering was offered by
19-21 quire 11 JAMES ST
' 15-tf I
H. Roy Sweetman, secretary
. of ven were weekend guests of Mrs. WATTS Warren
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. For 535; Youngs-Hastings, 4839
ROBERT
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rest Adams.
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York
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mouth Navy Yard.
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Curtis, James Realcton and Lester j
tnat iau ana winter gate ™ .O|ten tiwdel »lMr 40 -bj bodies btkclaims a foreclosure of said mortgage
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
strength to carry on lor 40 years tng Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
Sherer. Nellie York and Elizabeth
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A
true
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of
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of
indoor
life
in
the
city.
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NOW IS THE TIME!

Everybody’s Happy

’Cause Everybody’s Warm
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Every-Other-Day

Past Star Officers

ETY

Were In the Chairs At Gol
den Rod’s Meeting; 35 Of
the 51 Present

Page Seven

CAMDEN
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ftftftft
Tel. 713

This And That

OUR
GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry arc welcomed
here.

Past Matrons and Patrons night,'
was observed at the Friday meeting
Tlie patrons of Limerock Valley
of Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., this
A Valentine party will follow the
Pomona Grange met with Wessawesmarking the 48th anniversary. Mrs. meeting Wednesday of Rebekah
kcag Grange. South Thomaston,
Bessie Church worthy matron, was Lodge.
Miss Neva Chase has as guest her
Saturday for the monthly meeting
in charge of the supper, assisted by
Joan Blondell plays opposite Meli aunt, Mrs. Harriet Arnold, of
other officers, about 100 being seated vyn Douglas in "The Amazing Mr.
with a good delegation in attendance.
Buckfield.
It is only when the cold season
at the tables.
Williams” which will be shown at
At the afternoon meetings greet
Two gay birthday cakes, lettered Comique Theatre today and Wed comes that one fully appreciates ings were extended by Earl Rackliff
........
------Opportunity Class met Thursday
the pines and all evergreens, and of the hast Grange, and response was
1892 and 1940 were prominently nesday; also March of Time.
Mrs. Ernest Buswell of Mechanic I night at the home of Mrs. Louise
realize thelr contributions and made by Myron Young, Pomona
placed,
while
favors
in
thc
five
Star
Megunticook
Encampment
will
street had as a weekend guest her ! Ingraham. The program included
points colors and valentine napkins, hold a rehearsal tonight, after Iht value to nature, as well as beauty master. The speaker of thc day was
daughter, Mrs. Priscilla Noddin of readings by Mrs. Mary Hoffses, Mrs.
provided attractive decorations.
meeting of Mt. Battie Lodge, I.O O F of landscape.
Frank A. Winslow, Associate Editor
Portsmouth, N. H.
Elizabeth Williamson, Mrs. Clara
• ♦ • •
The past officers, 35 of thc 51 bc- All officers are requested to be
I of Tlie Courier-Gazette, who save a
-------Gregory and Mrs. Helen McKinley.
At a party thc husband of one very interesting lecture concerning
ing present exemplyfied the work present.
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Miller, (Refreshments were served by the
of the guests arrived very late and a motor trip to Philadelphia and Newimpressively, conferring the degrees
Lcnlcn
devotions
will
bc
held
celebrating their wedding anniver- hostesses, Mrs. Ingraham Mrs. Anna
on Mrs. Elizabeth Gray und Mr. Thursday night at 730 at the said, ”1 have only come to take my York, Including a short stop at the
sary. were guests of honor Friday i Brazu?r and Mrs. Frances Clark,
and Mis. Horace Maxey affiliated Church of Our Lady of Good Hope. wife home."
World's Fair
night at a party given by Mr. and j
’
------"Oh. my dear Mr. Blank. ’ said
with the chapter. Those who oc
It was officially announced that
Mi',
and
Mrs.
Charles
F.
Dwinal
Mrs. Alan IA. Grossman.
1 Baraca Class will hold a social
cupied the chairs were W. M.. Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Rlchai l^Bcmis the hostess, "Why didn't you come hereafter a special Orange column
-------Wednesday night in the Methodist
Laura Bussell. W. P.. Ralph Clark; motored Sunday to Auburn where sooner?”
will be printed in The Courier-Ga
Mrs. F. Marden de Shon of Port- j vestry. Mrs. William Ellingwood
• • • •
A.
M.,
Mrs.
Maude
Blodgett;
A.
P„
Mr.
Bemis
ls
employed.
zette and Pomona Master Young
land, ls passing a few days with , wm be chairman.
Ida Reed, a backwoods composer invited the Subordinate and Po
Frank Maxey; secretary. George St.
A large party from Brewer has
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury, while giving j
_____
Clair; treasurer. Leo Howard; con engaged the Gross cottage at Hos who wrote more than 200 hymns mona Granges to send in reports of
readings in Camden.
j Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Spear of
ductress, Mrs. Millie Thomas; A. C., mer's Pond for the duration of the but received little more than a pit their meetings. Other program fea
-------' North Nobleboro, former residents of
tance for them, has now won the tures were: Vocal solo, Elsie Nor-^
Mrs. Nellie Dow; chaplain. Herman Winter Carnival.
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler enter- i tbis cjty were tendered a surprise
An accident involving two cars and 1 recognition and aid of the nations ton; readings about "Lincoln," Mrs.
Winchenbaugh; marshal. Mrs. Caro
tained members of W H WO. Club., ga(Ur(jay njght by neighbors and
line Stewart; Adah, Mrs. Matie a truck happened on Mechanic best known musicians. She has Helen Gregory; duet. Alice Landers
Friday night, at a valentine party. 1 frjen{js 65 in number, who gathered
Spalding; Ruth, Mrs. Katharyn St. street Saturday afternoon when a been granted a weekly "bonus" by and Fred Hartford; reading. Char
Mrs. Louise Crozier and Clifford at their bome t0 belp celebrate their
Melvin were high at bridge, low go- 25th wedding anniversary
The
Clair; Esther, Mrs. Helen Beane; car operated by Ernest Herrick had the American Society of Compos lotte Caddy; solo with guitar accom
Martha, Miss Lucy Rhodes; Electa. a head-on collision with a Brown's ers, Authors and Publishers, with paniment, Russell Hickman.
ing to Mrs Edna Melvin and Elmo | guests presented a beautiful chair
Two officers, the Lecturer and As
Crozier A Joke valentine box pro- i tQ the couple m token of estefm
Mrs. Laura Maxey; warder, I. Law- Market truck driven by Charles Bo this compliment. "A subs-tantial
land.
and
the
truck
skidded
Into
sistant
Steward, who were not in
vided merriment and refreshments Mr. and Mrs. Spear also received
contributor
to
American
music.
”
ton Bray; sentinal. Alan Borgerson.
Christian Windvand’s car which was
• • • •
stalled at the January meeting, were
were served.
Mrs
Alta
Dimick
was
organist
and
several other gifts of silverware,
parked alongside the road. No oc
"Sibelius, with eloquence like Installed by Harold H. Nash, assist
money, etc. Refreshments were
Miss Madeline Ellen Maddocks,; burn, who wore black silk with gold Mrs. Eva Wisner soloist.
cupants were injured.
Mrs. Adelaide Vaughn, who has
Chopin's
palaces of tone, voices for ed by Mildred Gould as marshal.
Other
past
matrons
and
past
pa

The fire department was called man the fierce defense of land that Mary Foster as Lecturer and Oliver
been visiting relatives here, has re served, together with an attractive daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elden B accessories. Luther F Bickmore trons ln attendance were Mrs. Ade
,
.
brother of the groom was best man.
ly decorated bride's cake.
out Saturday afternoon to extin
Hamlin. Jr., as Assistant Steward.
turned to Windsor, Conn.
Maddocks of North Searsmont. beown."
.
The bride graduated from Cam- laide Butman. Mrs. Gertrude Boody. guish a chimney fire at the home calls her soul •her
An anncuncemcnt of thc winter
• • •
came the bride of Earle H. Bick- dCn High School in the class of 1937; Mrs Gertrude Payson. Mrs. Flor
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stafford
Congdon
Miss Jennie Guptill is visiting at
of William Crockett.
carnival
at the Snow Bowl. Cam
"Are you saving any money since
ence Philbrook. Mrs. Phosa Howard,
the heme of her sister. Mrs. M. J and Mr. and Mrs. Earle Gcwell,' more, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs Mr. Bickmore is a graduate of RockJack Kennedy of the Curtis Hard
den. and the sports, contests, 'etc.,
you
started
your
budget
system?"
Mullen, in Belfast, while on two made a weekend trip to Franklin. Harry P Bickmore. Traverse street Yand High School, class of 1929. and Mrs clara Watts’ Mrs. Clara Cur ware store has returned from Bos
was made by Harold H. Nash. Miss
"Sure. By thc time we have bal
weeks' vacation from the Senter- N. H., where they were guests of Saturday afternoon at the First of Wentworth Institute. Boston in tis, Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Evelyn ton where he attended the Sports
Esther Dunhatn, the HD.A. of Knoxanced it up every evening it s too
Mrs. Congdon's father, Robcn j Baptist parsonage with Rev. J. 1931. He is employed as machinist Orcutt, Mrs. Iva Chatto. Mrs. Fran men's Show.
Cranc store.
Lincoln County, spoke briefly in re
tLeach.
ces Morse, Mrs. Bertha Borgerson,
Mr. and Mrs. F. J Wiley went Fri late to go out."
Charles MacDonald officiating. The' at the Bath Iron Works,
gard to Farm Bureau activities.
•
•
•
•
A Silver Link Social will be held j
double ring ceremony was used.
Mr. and Mrs. Bickmore are mem- Milton Griffin. Raymond Watts, day to Florida.
Robie Ames gave an interesting re
Fales Circle. Ladies of thc G A R.
Oeorge Gay, Edward Payson. George
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Clarence Bowers has bought the Someone has recently said Ameri port of Waldo Pomona of which he
Thc bride wearing rose crepe with bers of the First Baptist Church,
Mrs. Helen Paladino, Summer (met Friday with Mrs. Amelia Kin- black accessories, and a corsage of! Following a short wedding trip Orcutt. Leroy Chatto and Dr. James St. Clair hcusc on Rawson avenue. ca may yet be thc "Lost Horizon" ls master.
street
'ney. Arrangements were made for white-sweet peas and -pink rose the couple will be at home to friends A Richan. Visiting members wtre
The Monday Club met this week where civilization shall survive.
During the recess a bountiful sup
_____
I a beano party at Mrs. Winnie
buds, was attended by her step-sis- and relatives at 1207 Washington present from Orace Chapter of for a social afternoon with Mrs. A. America Is obviously now the focus per was served and a volunteer or
Mrs. Grace Rollins has returned , Smith's home. Ingraham Hill. Feb.
Thomaston. Orient of Union, Sea V. Elmore, High street. A covered of all the forces that are loosed chestra furnished instrumental and
ter. Miss Christine Norwood of Au- I street. Bath.
to her home on Broadway, after j 19.
upon thc earth and must face a vocal music.
side of Camden. Forget-Me-Not of dish luncheon was served.
being at Knox Hospital a few days,
supreme test.
South
Thomaston
and
Marion
of
The
members
cf
the
junior
ball

In the evening the fifth degree
preud of them. I bought tliis place
A small family party was held at
• • • •
for observation and x-rays.
Gardiner. Greetings were extended room class ot the Doris Heald
was conferred on a class of six can
15
years
ago
and
two
years
later
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Everyone who enjoys Grace didates.
School of Dancing and their guests
my buildings burned, its been a hard to the past officer by Worthy- Pa
A H Newbert Association meets Baxter. West Meadows, Sunday aft
enjoyed a formal dancing paity Moore will lock forward to seeing
tron Jesse E Bradstreet.
Thc lecturer of Wessaweskcag
Clara
S
Overlock
time as I had no insurance." We
Wednesday night at Masonic ernoon in observance of the birth- (
Saturday night with Priscilla Eddy hgr new French operatic movie. Grange. Mrs. Bernice Sleeper, pre
said. “Arc you going to stay here,”
Temple with Mrs. Matie Spalding, day of Leland Blackington: also thc ;
and Willard Wight acting as host "Louise." Ever since she gave the sented a fine program in thc eve
Reading of conditions across the
answer was “Yes. I can’t do
CUSHING
Mrs. Helen C Beane. Mrs Oertrude I 40th wedding anniversary of Mr.
and hostess. Those present were world in 1934, "One Night of Love," ning; a greeting song Vo Pomona,
Payson, and Mrs Hester Chase as and Mrs. Blackington. Others were big pond and of the determination ' anything else, but 111 make good.
Cynthia Rich, Patricia Rich. Pa the film producers havc turned the "Where the Wessawcskeag Flows,"
Dr.
Louis
Benson
attended
the
a supper committee. This is the i Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel. "Bob | of the Finnish people tb not be con- I I've got five children all girls but
dedication exercises of the recent tricia Connelly, Katherine Libby. Hollywood studios into many va words written by Mrs. Ripley and
annual meeting and a large attend- , Blackington and Eddie Baxter.
, uered brings to mind an incident ionc lhe> 11 heIP' by and by1
Priscilla Eddy, Frances Eddv, Joan rieties of singing birds.
sung by Elsie Norton was much en
ance Is needed.
I
-------,
.
, .
! thought of the plucky man living opening of the Osteopathic hospital
• • • •
Witham. Jane Carter. Matina Proc
joyed; piano duct. Mrs. Ella Watts
hi Bangor.
-------Mrs. Harold Gerrish of James which wlU show how plucky a race
farm jn
tor, Betty Kelley. Clifford Burkett.
Abbie
Farwell
iBrown
in
her
col

and Mrs. Marian Colby; duet by
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Marshall
were
Mr and Mrs Walter Staples were street was given a surprise party j they arc. and how determined they oncc (hc prevlous owncr s silop with
Willis Spear. Willard Wight, Brew lection of charming thoughts In Oliver Hamlin harmonica and Rus
treent
visitors
at
the
homc
of
Mrs.
last
night
by
her
neighbors
and
are
to
succeed.
One
day
last
sumhu
fam
„
y
Qf
wfe
girls
and
bo
y
called this morning to Waterville by
ster Jameson. James Carswell. Rob "Suppose” wrote:
sell Hickman guitar; solo by Charles
the death of Mrs. Staples' sister, friends. Two birthday cakes were mcr my husband started out on a 1 who was sure he’d "make good'. Of Helen Perry, Rockland.
ert Joy. Stephen McGrath. Robert "Suppose thc world were still too Watts, and followed by group sing
-Mrs.
Lucy
Young
entertained
featured in delicious refreshments business trip so I went along with such is the soldiery and all others
Mrs. Jennie Aiken Moore.
Bishop. James Procter, Eniertoii
young,
ing ol some old time songs; piano
Cards and beano were enjoyed, and j him. Our trip took us into rather I in Finland 'We won't be beaten. Friday at afternoon tea, Mrs. FanGross and Donald Ingraham.
Men
had
not
thought
of
books;
solo. Miss Robbins; monologue. "A
nie
Davis,
Mrs.
Mildred
Marshall
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Gray have the honor guest received lovely 1 a sparsely settled part of Waldo | we'll make good." Can wc help doMr. and Mrs. iA. S. Prince havc Suppose there werc no libraries
Chicken Dinner," by Marian Colby.
returned to Newton Center. Mass., I gifts,
county about 10 miles from one o. jllg our blt tQ |wjp
of u,at land Miss Dorothy- Davol.
returned home after spending a fenNo cozy reading nooks.
Tlte closing feature was an impres
There was no school at Pleasant
after passing a week with relatives
Mainc s busy cities. We started out | jypci I say "no".
weeks in Florida.
Suppose—it is too horrible
sive patriotic combination tableau,
Mrs Clara E. Clark, who will at- over black road then over gravel I
Point a few days the past week,
and friends in Rockland.
N. C. C. 3
The
Dandylions
will
meet
tonight
To
think
it
might
be
true!
reading and singing number.
_____
i tain her 84th birthday March 5 roads and finally dirt roads and
owing to illness of the teacher Mrs.
Washington. Feb. 8.
with Mrs. W O. Williams. A snip On rainy days and winter nights
The girls taking part in recitations
The Garden Club held a special would enjoy to hear from her after many Inquiries came to the
Marcia Davis.
ping
party
will
be
held,
thc
proceeds
and
songs were Elsie Norton, Elsie
What
could
a
fellow
do?"
meeting Friday night at the Uni- friends through birthday cards.
Miss Eleanor Orne was weekend
road we were looking for. a cross
of which will be contributed to the
Rackliff. Alice Rackliff. Dorothy
Versalist vestry, with a large au-------SWAN’S ISLAND
guest of Miss Marylin Maloney.
country dirt road a mere lane be
All Civilian Conservation Camps Baum. Natalie Jackson and Mrs.
Finnish Relief Fund.
dlence of members and guests. The
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg and Mrs
Mrs. F. I. Geyer and Mrs. Homer
tween bushes that brushed the car
Margaret F. Ames. 77. wife of Ed- have been instructed to co-operate Marjorie 31eeper impersonated the
, Richard Rising, a senior in Rock
program consisted of motion pic- Helen Carlson were hostesses at the
Marshall visited Thursday with war^ E. Ames, died Monday morn- with civic organizations in feeding
on either side, but withal a smooth
Goddess of Liberty.
land High School is employed at
tures in technicolor on “A Visit to Copper Kettle yesterday, entertainMrs. Frank Duchette.
road, over which Uncle Sam s mail
ing at her home, after a long illness. wild game and birds through the
Tlie next meeting will be with bt.
the offlce of the Rockland & RockTwo Fairs" presented through thcj ing 8 Sr0UP of wemen who are
Miss Edith Stevens, teacher in She was born in Vinalhaven Be winter months. Every householder George Orange, St. Oeorge, Satur
carrier travels every- day. and for
-------------------------------.
i port Lime Co.
courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. earnestly
devoted to the----------welfare-rof.
South Berwick High School arrived sides her husband, she leaves one can help by looking out for these day, March 9.
.ibout four miles only one or two
—By
N.
N.Y.A. girls project Mrs. Anne j
, , t Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stanley enSenter. The pictures were delight the
home Saturday to spend a week with son. Fred C. Ames of Camden. The feathered and animal friends.
Q_.„.
rnc«.c ond r<.d I houses to call at. After we had
Snow
poured
Red
ras.s
and
red
di,
tertained
Saturday
night
at
bridge
fully entertaining and educational.
her parents.
funeral services will be ronducted
candles served as table decorations. ',raveIptl what scemed a long disHOPE
Now pray tell us who invented
Tlie
women
of
the
Methodist
Miss Hester Foster of Thomaston Wednesday at 2 o'clock at Jhe Bap
lance wc came to a place where a
Methebeser Club met Friday aft- An advisory committee, comprising | set
of farm buildings had burned, Church will have a parcel post sale passed the weekend at E K. Ma- tist Church, iRev. W F. Brown of thc jig-saw puzzle? We are told
Tlie following item will prove
ernoon at thc home of Mrs. Elonia Mrs. Richard Elliot of Thomastcn, another mile and we saw a man Wednesday at the home of Mary I loncys.
ficiating. The honorary bearers will that a butcher dropped a $5 bill by of interest to Hope friends of Miss
Tuttle, Broadway, 35 members an-' Mrs Maude Blodgett. Mrs. Anne
,
be Charles Cleveland. John Stahl. mistake into a meat-choping ma Constance Lincoln who spends sum
| Mrs. W. G. Maloney is ill.
roll call. Mrs. Josephine Snow. Miss Maude Hall. Mrs. Eve- I spraying potatoes with hls children Trask.
swering
Rice told of manv interesting things ' lyn Peaslee. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.1 thrpc of them at work with him. Wc ; Mrs Roscoe Kent recently visited | Perley Nash and others who have Frank Blood and Adin Hopkins, and chine and thcre you have the prob mers at the Bills home. "Mrs.
3
j Mrs. Edith Tweedie, and Mrs Flora asked him if he could teU us where 1 her sister. Mrs. Lorenzo Stanley who j employment at the Cement plant the bearers will bc Judson Manning, lem told.
Charles H Lincoln of 378 Newton
• • • •
concerning lace making in France,
J a certain man lived and although he (is seriously ill in Rockland.
\ have had orders to return to work Edward Ware, Glivcr Blood anti
and described the beautiful pieces' Merchant was appointed. The next
Thc late Senator once said of a street. Waltham, anonunces thc en
Douglas Kelley. Burial will be in
....
• after a few weeks vacation,
which she had on exhibition. Three1
hp!d wlth Mrs 8no* talked broken he made us under-1
persuasive-voiced speaker. "It's dan gagement of her daughter Con
stand that he was thc man wc i
Mrs. Mary A. Stanlev
I The pulp wood scaler of Pjepscot Mountain cemetery.
excellent papers were given, the farly ln March
gerous
to listen to him because he stance L. Lincoln to Robert Just,
The auction sale of tlie stock and
wanted to sec. Making known our- Mrs. Mary A. Stanley. 83. died was tn town Monday in Ihe interest
son of Mr and Mrs. George Just o!
first by Mrs. Mary Southard on "The
fixtures of thc Chapman A; Pack could recite an example in algebra
Prizewinners at last night's meet business he said. Will go back here j Feb. 5 after several months' Illness J of his company’s business,
Wollaston. Miss Lincoln is a grad
and
make
it
interesting."
Wine Industry of France"; the sec
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney werc ard store scheduled for Monday
ing of Monday Niters were Mrs. aways", telling his children to go She had been tenderly cared for at
• • • •
uate of the Framingham State
ond by Mrs. Gladys Heistad on "In
Ellie Knowlton, Mrs. Agnes Hooper, !On with the potato spraying we went tbe homc cf her sister Mrs. Hattie in Medomak recently to call on hls has been indefinitely postponed.
Glass wool is made from silica Teacher's College and a member of
fluence of Women in France”. Mrs. Bernice Hatch, Mrs. Gladys j back to where the set of building. Stanley.
sister Mrs. Clifford Sherman also
sand, soda ash and limestone. It '.he faculty of the Henry Whitterstressing in particular Mme. Dianne Murphy and
EUzabeth Mills, had burned. We stopped the car
TENANT’S^ ARBOR
“Aunt Mary ' was a faithful mem- his mother Mrs. Lizzie Maloney who
may or may not contain scrap glass nore School of Waltham. She is
de Poitiers; and thc third, "Music and consolation to Mrs. Susan Bow
and got out. Wn'king up to the ber of the Methodist Church and is guest of her daughter Mrs. Sliuor other materials.
prominent In music Circles. Mr
William
K.
Monaghan
of France" by Mrs. Adelaide Lowe. ley. Mrs Pearl Huntley was award place where the juiWi’.gs had stood I always attended service as long as' man for an indefinite time,
• • • •
Just, a graduate of Concordia Sem
In the death oi William K Mona
Waiter: "Why. sir, did you put inary, Wisconsin and thc Hickox
ed tlie dcor prize.
he stopped and po.iiing to a large her health permitted
I Mrs Robert Ames and Jack Ames ghan which occurred Jan. 25. this
a lump of butter in your coffee?"
She is survived by one daught??, have recovered from chicken pox
piece of potatoes on on? side and a
Secretarial School, Boston, now Is
community has lost a fine citizen
W ednesday-Thursday
The women’s auxiliary of St. Pet field ol beans on thc other he said, Mrs. Ellen Bridges, and one sister
Diner: "I think lt wise to hove business manager of the latter
He had been ill about two months. the strong help the weak."
er's Church has elected these offi "Them's good crops Mr. and I'm Mrs. Hattie Stanley. Funeral serv
MINTURN
school Both young people arc mem
NEWEST EXPLOITS
Mr. Monaghan was born in South
• • • •
cers: President, Mrs. Josephine
ices were held at the ’evidence. Rev.
Supt. George A. Bragdon visited
bers of thc Handel and Hayden
OF CRIME EXPERT.
Thomaston,
July
10.
1874,
and
his
Paper
dresses,
suits
for
men
oi
—
Perry: vice president. Mrs. Kcryn
Herbert Elwell officiating.
the schools on the island the past family moved to Clark Island that
Noir it’t. .
silk! Rubber windows, pocket wire Choral Society. A June wedding is
ap Rice; treasurer. Miss Margaret
BRIDGE PARTY
week.
year.
He
was
the
son
of
Peter
K
less telephones and trains that planned."—From thc Waltham News
Buttomer; secretary, Miss Louise
John Martin who was recent guest
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Radio broadcasting in Holland is
and Mary K Monaghan. He was travel at 100 miles per hour, all Tribune.
i McIntosh. Chairman of card parWEDNESDAY. FEB. 14—8.00 P. M. supporte dand financed entirely by of relatives in Rockland, has re- married to Miss Mary M. Hawkins these and more to bc expected in
I
I ties will be Mrs. Edward Haskell;
25 Cents
I voluntary contributions on the part i turned homc
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
in 1903 and resided in Long Cove the next few years. Research
chairman cf Epiphany and linens,
Mrs. John Hughes and Patrieii until 1914 when they moved to this what is doing all these things and
Benelit the Junior Women's Club of listneres, and no commercial adMrs. Ella Hyland; welfare chair
___________________________ 19 1: vertising is permitted.
Hughes who were called here by place.
has taken us from horse and buggy
man. Mrs. Vina Varney; correspcnHowTo Relieve
the death of Mrs. Hughes' father,
to thc 12-cyllnder motor car and
Deceased
vas
a
tool
sharpener
b"
1
dent,
Miss
Margaret
Culley;
chairit, GEORGE
Alpha Stewart, havc returned to trade and was employed by thc St. from the tallow dip to electric
Misery of Your
| man of United Thanks Offering,
SANDERS i Mrs. Alton Dccrow; publicity. Mrs.
Providence.
light.
George
Granite
Co.
for
a
long
time.
rRE-ROCKLAND
Hili* WWtMj
• • • •
Mrs. Agnes Turner spent Tuesday He was a line cornetist, having
[ George Davis.
IwitkM Hits
In spite ol thc conditions in the
with Mrs. Evrlyn Turner.
Id* l»|«i
played
in
Mathews
Band
and
church
TUESDAY
Mrs. Augusta Bridges and Mrs orchestra for several years. He was war zones there is gaining in the
BmiM IbcBrMi
WEDNESDAY,
liln I Mimilton
world a sentiment for peace and
Amanda Bridges arc ill.
a member of the Odd Fellows and
Today and Wednesday
thc peoples of the world will soon
Mr. and Mrs. Hartford Cook and Rockland Encampment.
I
FEB.
13-14
Dubin/
begin to work to oblige their gov
“THE MAN WHO WOULDN’T
daughter of Tenants Harbor are
Dtbnneir
Survivors are hls wife, 'wo daugh
TALK"
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Maynard ters, Mrs. Thomas Wood of Augusta ernments to find that way of life.
but. .
MEET THE NICEST
DEADLY I
The women of the world must stand
Dunham.
Lloyd Nolan, Jean Rogers
and Mrs. Maurice Simmons of this
GROOM A BRIDE
Arm together and make a demand
, Massage throat,
village; three sons. Edward and that will be heard.
chest, and back
NEVER
MARRIED!
NOW PLAYING
Howard
of
this
place
and
Russell
• • • •
I with plenty of
Thursday
FOR
Vicks VapoRub at bedtime. Then
of Waterville; two sisters, Mrs.
A breakfast guest at the White
"BROADWAY MELODY OF
spread a thick layer on chest and
1940"
Sfra’s a TMT»nudot
James Felt of Thomaston, Miss House during the Coolidge Admin
He stood her
cover with a warmed cloth.
up so often
with
Elizabeth Monaghan of Clark istration was astonished to see ’he
VapoRub's double action brings
it became
ELEANOR POWELL
double relief. It acts as a poultice
Island; and a brother. John K.. of President pour his coffee from cup
standing joke!
FRED ASTAIRE
Gardenias, Roses
to penetrate the surface skin; and
this village; also five grandchildren. to saucer. Not to be outdone, ’lte
its soothing medicinal vapors are
Sweet Peas and Violets
Funeral services were conducted guest followed suit. The Presi
breathed direct to the irritated air
passages.
by Rev. Newell Smith.—Contributed dent added cream and sugar in the
Try it, to loosen phlegm —to
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at her funniest!
saucer and tasted the mixture with
by E. E. A.
Plus Tally-Ho, $25
clear air passages—check tendency
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spoon.
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about
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aiso to relieve tnt
The Belgian Congo is approxi to do likewise when Mr. Coolidge
tightness and
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ME.
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MAINE IN WASHINGTON
From the Office of Congressman Ralph O. Brewster
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A Former Rockland Girl
Views Pictures Of “Voy
age Of Columbus” Trip

A review from The Coarter-Gszette of happenings which interested

With these reports reached Con
(Prom the office of Congressman
Writing to her mother, Mrs. J. D.
Rockland and vicinity daring the corresponding period in 191*
gressman Brewster he began an ex
Shepherd,
Mrs. E. A. Adelman of
Ralph O Brewster)
haustive study of ways and means
Southern Potatoes: Further de to secure relief for these Washing
Southampton, L. I. says;
tailed reports frcm the South con ton County fishermen. Relief by
■We were guests, recently at a
The six Maine Central steamers ■ Mrs. Montfort Hupper, a son.
firmed the very serious damag Congressional action seemed im
private motion picture showing the
wintering
at
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port
were
about.
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Ruth L. Rogers. Acting Librarian voyage of the ‘Capitan,’ the ship
dore to the Florida potato crop b> possible under the present com-1
to be painted.
j The marriages for this period I love to lose myself In other men s that followed the course of Colum
the unprecedented cold weather of p^ion of Congress, Other agenMrs. Joseph G. Torrey died at the were:
1
..........
minds. When I am not walking. bus in hts discovery of America.
recent weeks. This the end o. cjes were found to be without auage of 92 years.
Camden. Feb. 3. Elmer L. True of j am reading I cannot sit and think;
January saw temperatures five to' lhority
-John McElory. navigator anti
Mrs.
Mary
Chapman
was
elected
Hope
and
Alice
A.
Wadsworth
ofj
books think for_™arles Lamb
ten degree- below freezing which J Congressman Brewster and Sumradio operator of tlie expedition Is
roniite-' in kil'lng to the ground ner pjjje of Lubec have had several
president of the Pleasant Valley Camden
The circulation records for the making a visit here with his brother
Rockland. Feb. 11. Ralph 8 Keyes
reven thousand acres of potato. ?orlferonces this week with the ofGrange Circle.
,
Howard, and .‘t was at the
of Rockland and Hilda F. Sumner past month show an increase of 710 jattera home the showing took
vines that were frcm sixty to ninety 1 ficials of thf federal Surplus ComSixteen below zero
c'-v' old and therefore had no medity Corporation in an endeavor
Matilda J. i McKenzie) widow of of Thomaston.
books over the same period of time place. His description of the voyage
Rockland.
chance of recovery.
to secure the purchase of smoked
Mavor Charles B. Greenhalgh died —
.--------- Feb. 11, Wallace E. last year. 434 of this number being was given in a most interesting
latest estimates indicate Dade and bonrc| herring in order to reat her home in Walker place.
Spear of Rockport and Maud V
circulated through School Libraries.
was
opportunlty
County will not ship over five ]Jeve the current glut tn the marHarry E. Brown of the Rockland Cummings of Rockland
hundrtd to seven hundred carThe problem has revolved
Hardware Co. died at hLs home on ' Bangor, Jan. 27, Clyde W. Far- These figures bring much satlsfac- be jlas had to see the pictures, as
loads cf potatoes as compared with ab0U( the delenninat‘on of the
Limerock street, aged 54 years.
! rlngton and Miss Nina Tracy of tion. as they show the largest clr- they were mailed, directly after Pe
twenty-two hundred last year and American origin of the fish as the
Mrs C. E. Rising. 73, died at her i Bangor, formerly of Warren
culation of any month since Jan.
"\ad* to Mrs. McElroy We all
twentv-seven hundred cars in 1938 Surplus Commodity Corporation is
. ... L
.
,,, , shared ln his enthusiasm, as he
home on Purchase street.
| Vinalhaven, Feb. 10. Parker Sloane
1937.
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believe
that
our
public
ls
W
oufd
j^ail tlie making of each
or a loss of practically seventy-five confined to the purchase of AmerlAlbion K. Willis, 78, died at the of Canada and Marion Wadsworth
percent.
can products. On this point Sumbecoming more library conscious.
scene. One film was done in techhome of his son. Maynard
of Vinalhaven.
In the rest of Scuth Florida there ner pike has been very helpful be- i
Charles O. Kifl retired from the
Waldoboro. Feb 5. William Pottle
Are you going to write a paper{ "‘color and the views were beautiwerp aoproximately 6300 acres simi- cau?e of his knowledge of the fish
id Fannie Winchenbaugh
winenenoaugn
i
mnnth?
Whv not call vour ful bevon8 description.
Kiff * Johnson Mill Co.
I and
Stonington. Feb. 4. Richard W 'bls month?
not daU >our
All this was made doubly Interlarly damaged but probably half of situation in eastern Maine and his
The
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"Perils
of
Pauline"
was
,
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.u- library today and ask the librarians estitis 10 us, as Mr Spear and son
thic acreage can be or has been har- presence in Washington has been
being shown at Empire Theatre,
| Judkins of Stonington and. —
Bcr 1.
vested.
most fortunate as it is a peculalrly |
to help you flnd your material. They ' members of the expedition were
John E. Brown, manager of the M Morrill of Oott s Island
In north F.orida there are 15.400 complicated problem to present by
Waldoboro, Feb. 6. Joseph Baker are always glad to assist. Phone from "»* h°me toan Vd they were
Woolworth
store
for
two
years,
was
acres but only 1500 acres of this correspondence
very
verv much in the picture. Jack
of Ashland and Emily Larrabee bf 1121.
' very highly of both
transferred to Nashua. N. H.
croo hod the vines near the surface.
it js a situation also where it is
spoke
Waldoboro.
Miss Imogene Pierce died at her
Temperatures this past week have impossible to let the right hand
February is America month. Only
“He is very enthusiastic about
Attleboro.
Mass..
Jan.
31.
Oeorge
home on-Limerock street.
................. ——. _ v
run from ten to fifteen degrees be- know what the left is doing since
a trip to Maine I hope he
A tf Newbert was elected presi- McDonald of Attleboro and Eva E through the stories of our States and making
low ftee-z.ng and tlie ground has the fact tliat the surplus is a result
does. He will make the mast of our
the biographies of our great men gorgeous scenery Perhaps the next
dent of the Past Offlcers i Masonic I ( Huntley of Rockland.
iKen fr-»*n to a depth of one to of foreign importation Ls not a
Association.
can we fully appreciate the inheri time we gather around tlie projector
two inches Damage is undeter- matter of which tiie Surplus ComNorth
Haven
had
harvested
no
mmable at this time but 1500 acre- mcciity Corporation can take rogFire damaged Larrabee Bros.
we will see the sun rising over
ice, because there was no snow to tance that is ours. We call your Owls
bV’» b»«n <-»rlonslv set back and nizance That belongs to the reclpgrocery store about $2,000.
Head.
Mrs. Fannie Smith became house- 'haul 11 on.
_ . u
in i attention to the display table this
i
it Ls possible that some shallow rocal trade section in the State DeBob Hughes, member of our Mckeeper at the Thorndike Hotel
' Mrs E c Fle,<?her' ?• dled ln I month which is featuring popular Kay Radio staff here, bought a new
planted seed may be frozen
partment Milo Perkins. Federal
It Ls also pointed out that a cool, Surplus Commodity Administrator,
The city was w.c
—.u,. mu,
,
, ,.
. books on the lives of Washington movie projector last week, and it
over-run
with i Camden
tramp«
| ",
Ywh^Chib I and Lincoln, as well as histories and , »«.with these pictures he chrlswet December and January may is most sympathetic and disposed
cause greater than normal seed to help out in the situation provid
Elmer 8 Bird was elated nrp«i. dent of tne camaen xarnv viuo.
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tened it.
dent of the Livingston Manufactur-1 Charles Webster was I
of “ great na,‘°n'
.-.-.r.-.-- ,
--------------ing satisfactory evidence can be fur
rot.
ina co
chief patriarch of Island Home En- 'America.
last year Florida shipped 5447 nished on American supplies of
Harrv B Bradburv was elected campment, Vinalhaven.
|
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of his short stories. Thirteen O clock
cars. It is estimated that the prob- surplus smoked and boned herring
Florence Anastasia was installed 1 Thp fonowlng new books have 10 b* Published Now' in hts second
able total this year will be 4500 MT
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president of Adasyoshuron Parish
which variets somewhat from the i _
_
At Chickawaukie Lake
been added during the past month: collection Tales Before Midnight, he
^ake aa new
ne' ice apkahb\^‘en^n°Ca?nutenri CUR
earliet estimate as to the loss
le I kie I pmneranCfr
house was being completed for
Preliminary trade reports Indi- 18 1,1,8 1
Everett Cook died at hls home in Land Below the Wind by Agnes N. has assembled
assfmbled another
another group
group of
Thorndike & Hix.
cate ninety per cent damage to
East Friendship.
Keith.
ihls recent storlM- Hls sklU as a
other Florida vegetables which will Abuse Of Drinking Privi
The following births were reElghl shoU were flred at \man Married in 1934 to an Englishman wrlter °f both P°«try and Prose ls
aLso decidedly affect tlie situation
C0Lded:,
2.°
“VToK on fhe ouoa California girl went with him to 50 ™n-kn°"n as to need no comIn California and Texas there has
lege Prevalent In Los AnRockland. Jan. 29. to Mr. and Mrs. the Wlnd*°r cottage on the outbeen no damage reported so far as
Borneo where he was a government ment.
skirts of Camden.
geles Police Chief Says
E Howard Crockett, a son
potatoes are concerned Potatoes
Radio “Ham" George Simmons, of 110 South Main street, and his sta
D.
M
Yates
resigned
as
janitor
employe. Her story of four years
Appleton. Jan. 29. to Mr and Mrs
had not yet been planted in Louisi
Along the Indian Road by E.
tion W1JAA. The little chap on his knee is two-year-old Thomas Seaver. B Palmer Martin, a son-Lloyd 0' the Warren
Chu,rch and of housekeeping, dealing with na
ana Mississippi. Georgia and Scuth
Under the caption "Is This Tem- son of Adjt and Mrs. Thomas Soaver of the local Salvation .Army, another Palmer
Stanley Jones—
was succeeded by Fred Butler
tives. making pets of apes and other '
Carolina, ar.d only 75 acres werAnBelps n^wsnener
Deer Isle. Jan. 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mlrror
had 5‘°f water
planted in Alabama
Therefore P*rance. a Los Angeles new. paper “ham” in the making.
A sequel to The Christ of the In
Allen Robbins a son
over the tntake after tx^ated rains animals, and traveling through the, dian Road. In which the author af
the major producing areas other has published the following editorial
Lincolnville. Feb
to Mr and
E M Hal1 was ''le< led high priest jungle, is unique and refreshing in firms his faith and continues the
than Fiotida were not affected.
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Back in 1921 when many Amen- with C. Q.’s and 73's. Commercial
of Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter. its wit and humor.
An increased demand for potatoes
Reports from all over the country can amateurs were communicating communications receivers were gain- Mrs Un Knight a son
record ot mi&sionary work in India.
Denver. Colo., Feb 6. to Mr and Vinalhaven. (Wonder if he was high
is anticipated during the Lenten are piling up a case against the with British amateurs on the short ing popularity but not.for‘ Sim"He
Mrs. Frank R Van Rensselaer a tnan on the bowling team*,
The Autobiography of A. A. Milne
Th' HaPP>' Harvest by Jeffrey
period as the general demand for Uquor
that
the way
preferred the squealer, the one and daughter—Virginia.
I E -H Clarry of Clarry HiU slaugh- is a literary autobiography, filled Earnol—
vegetables
expand.•
e, _
.. .u . either to its drastic curtailment or j wave lengths in tests under the di- ; ,
„„ int»rfer
North Haven. Jan. 2. to Mr. and 'terfd a hog weighing 572S pounds.
Seme ccneem is expressed that , lte . . , ellmination
6
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„
onl>' receiver which cuts up interfer' Frank B Hills sold his Thomaston with a man s enjoyment of hls writ- I A sequel to The Crooked Furrow,
pcssibly ther? may be an increased
Th
section of the American Radio Re- lng Nations and separates them to a Mrs. Leigh Witherspoon, a son.
£°,XnPkX™ ™mmof‘Te
Whit «e
getS? iay League, and the flrst broadcast- polnt of utUity.
Spruce Head. Feb 5. to Mr. and he business to Oeorge Brackett.
ing career. Most of it is a detailed lhe chief characters reappear in
Mrs. H U. Cowing, a son
A. R Reed was elected president accoUnt of school days, begun in this delightful romance of 19th cen*
damage farther houth This may Abuse of the drinking privilege is mg licenses were issued inthis
Today amateur
radio station
Cushing. Feb —, to Mr and Mrs of the Medomak Bank In Waldo- (he Warding school run by his tury England A most wholesome
mean somewhat increased demandParticularly prevalent in
Los Au- country. George Simmons of
ll'1 W1JAA has modern equipment. Its ^kland.^ S. to Mr. and Mrs.. ^Carroll Cooney s new summe, father, and continued through pub- a"d -tertalning novel for all readfor seed as well as demand stimuaccorddJ8 to Chief of Police s0Uth Main street built his flrst owner was assisted in building the
lated to replace frost damage to Hohmann^ Our people are being radiQ
dld transmitter bv -ai- Cas- A B. Allen, a son.
residence In Waldoboro was nearing lic schools in Cambridge. Mr. Milne ers^’lrMdy arTlVe<1 and St°red °n ^ssesr°'^ s£?s. maf’a^Xn”; K consisted of a tube, two or three sidy of W1FZD and Herbert Staples
Rockland. Feb. 7, to Mr and Mrs. completion
: is the author of those ever popular
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Fred 3. March, a daughter.
A new organization in ThomasWar. v._.
I Murder on Parade by Carolyn
Newfoundland Fish. Lcbsters and prohibition is threatened.
j coils and a carload of batteries. It of W1FQJ. The instrument is capWashington. Feb 7. to Mr and ton was called the Poverty Supper 'ylen We Were Very Young and WeUs_
Blueberries: New England fishery
A heavy task is imposed on the must have worked because "Sim" is i able of 160 watts output and its per- Mrs. F. W. Cunningham, a daughter.' Club.
Winnie the Pooh ' books.
W|iderintereaU are up in arms over the Los Angeles police, which all de- ( stU1 at u hav,ng been a constant formance is equal to its beauty. AnNorth Haven. Feb. 3, to Mr and
Mrs H. L Withee and Miss Helen i
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{ Jud“ Farm' “> “ie Maine wild r
New-foundland deal of General cent citizens resent, by the indis.. m bu .. down
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products from Newfoundland may during 1926 only 10 percent of the j Early in 1935, "Sim" was granted (or communication around Penob-------------------------------------------------------------- Tahiti, who got their name from a murders are committed. Fleming
enter the United States markets Police Department was required to pis flrst license to blot the airways, scot Bay on the seaweed net.
free of any duty although these handle drunk cases, the record in_______________________
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